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National Vital Statistics Needs ~
A Report of the United States National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics
SUMMARY OF REPORT
Introduction
The Committee was requested by the U. S. Pub-
lic Health Service to make a comprehensive study
of the objectives and the program of national vital
statistics, to report its findings, and to make recom-
mendations for the future development of the pro-
gram. It was asked, also, to undertake a special
study of the needs for marriage statistics and the
extent to which existing data satisfy these needs.
The Committee’s findings and recommenda-
tions are based ox
1. An extensive questionnaire survey of the
principal users of the various kinds of vital statis-
tics and a special questionnaire survey of the major
users of marriage statistics.
2. Partici@tion in apaneldiscussion at a meet-
ing of the American Association of Registration
Executives on the subject, “A National System of
Vital Statistics.”
3. Intensive studies of particular phases of the
problem.
4. Frequent long discussion meetings of the
subcommittees.
This report is in three parts-the summary,
the detailed report, and the appendixes containing
the detailed information upon which the report is
based.
The Committee has examined the major areas
of responsibility of the National Office of Vital Sta-
tistics (NOVS) and for each area has outlined the
goals to be achieved. This is followed by a state-
ment of the principal deficiencies in the present
system with respect to these goals, and finally by
the recommendations.
The Role of the National Office of
Vital Statistics
In this country, the registration of vital events
is the responsibility of the States. Each State also
has the responsibility for tabulating and publishing
its own data so as to meet its special needs. The
tabulation and publication of mtional data on births,
deaths, notifiable diseases, marriages, and divorces
and annulments are functions of the National Office
of Vital Statistics, a branch of the Division of
General Health Services, Bureau of State Serv-
ices, Public Health Service, U. S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare.
The functions of the NOVS should not be re-
garded as confined to the routine processing and
publication of historic series of data. The justifi-
cation for publishing data is that they serve some
useful purpose. Vital statistics are essential for
administrative purposes in both business and gov-
ernment, and also for research. Used in conjunc -
tion with population data, they provide a background
for public health programs and medical researc~
for making projections of the size and composition
of the population; sndfor the study of trends regard-
ing family formation, composition and dissolution,
and other aspects of our society. The NOVS has
major responsibilities both for making available the
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kind of data that will be most useful in these areas
and for stimulating widespread and fruitful applica -
tion of these data. These responsibilities call for
foresight and flexibility to meet changing needs.
Further, although many of the uses of vital statis-
tics lie in the field of public health, the data also
have important applications to demography.
The fact that the NOVS is a part of the Public
Health Service insures full recognition of the health
interests in vital statistics. This implies an obli-
gation and responsibility to maintain a national vital
statistics program that is not overshadowed by
health inte~ests but also meets the justifiable needs
in the demographic and other areas of interest.
Major Recommendations and Observations
A complete list of the recommendations is given
in the main body of this re~rt. Of these, the Com-
mittee wishes to draw particular attention to the fol-
lowing which appear to deserve the highest priority.
1. Immediate priority should be given to the
processing and procurement of data so as to achieve
a schedule of processing which permits the release
for printing of final data within 15 months after the
close of the data year, and this schedule should be
maintained or improved upon in the future.
2. Statistical studies that contribute to knowl-
edge in public health, fertility, marriage, divorce,
and mortality should be developed as part of the
regular program of the NOVS. In particular, atten-
tion should be given to the influence of ~pulation
characteristics, such as sex, age, marital status,
and occupation. The program should include col-
lection of new data and development of new methods
of analysis that are needed for program planning,
administrative, and research purposes.
3. The NOVS should be given sufficient fiscal
resources to provide more adequate technical serv -
ices to the States in the following areas: profession-
al advisory and consultant service on technical and
management problems; expanded information and
clearinghouse services on technical subjects and
methodology; educational programs directed to-
wards improvement of source data; national pro-
gram for recruiting and training professional vital
statistics personnel; and work with State health de-
partment program divisions in promoting effective
utilization Oi vital statistics data.
4. The Committee has also examined two alter-
native methods of producing national vital statistics,
in particular the use of data pretabulated by the
States and of punched cards supplied by the States,
Recommendations with regard to these alternatives
are as follows:
A. The NOVS should reject any data procurement
method that limits or restricts the use of vital
statistics records for research or that prevents
it from controlling the quality of national vital
statistics tabulations. Specifically, the NOVS
should procure transcripts of the individual vital
records for processing.
B. The NOVS should reject the proposal to produce
national vital statistics from data pretabulated




the available national ditta would shrink to
those obtainable from a minimum rigid ltst
of tabulations;
it would become very difficult to make na-
tional studies based upon information ob-
tainable only from transcripts of the indi-
vidual records ok from individual punched
cards;
it would add to the cost of State operations
without a compensatory decrease in the cost
to the NOVS.
C. The NOVS should reject the punched-card meth-
od of collecting vital statistics data as a general






it restricts the freedom of action both of the
State offices of vital statistics and of the
NOVS, thus making vital statistics less use-
ful rather than more useful;
effective leadership in national and interna-
tional vital statistics will be sacrificed due
to the loss of technical skills and knowledge
in the NOVS;
the scope and detail of national vital statis -
tics cannot be greater than those of the par-
ticipating State ranking lowest in these re -
pects;
the possible savings in cost are outweighed
by the dieadvantages of the method;
the overlapping of State and Federal’ vital
statistics procedures, tabulations, and needs
is not great enougirto make this method pos -
sible without serious disadvantages to both
parties.
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D. The NOVS should abandon any further experi-
mentation with the punched-card method in the
collection of mortality statistics and if the use
of this method to collect birth statistics is con-
tinued at all, should limit it to the few States
where it can be shovm to be mutually advanta-
geous and where it will not adversely affect the
scope, quality, continuity, and usefulness of na-
tional vital statistics.
E. The NOVS should continue to cooperate with the
States in studies of ways to improve the division
of labor in the national vital statistics system.
Changes in the system should be made only after
full consideration of:
(.1) the basic requirements for national vital sta-
tistics specified on page 231 of this report;
(2) safeguards for the continuity of operation;
(3) opportunities to ixqprove the final product
and to render maximum services.
5, The Committee also notes that marriage
and divorce (including annulment) statistics are in
a highly unsatisfactory state as regards geographic
coverage, uniformity of reporting, accuracy and
amount of detail. A program for the improvement
of these data should be consistent with the above
recommendations and receive the same level of
priority, but it is recognized that it is not possible
to carry out such a program under the present





The NOVS work actively to est.ablisha Marriage
Registration Area through implementation of
the four criteria established for admission to
the area, and to extend it until every State is
included.
Methods of collecting marriage statistics be
explored with a view to assu~ing (a) complete
coverage of the United States, (b) uniform data
both between and within States, (c) comparability
of time series, and (d) accuracy of information.
The NOVS obtain copies of marriage records
from the States and local areas to be-processed
in the NOVS,
Similar actions are needed for national statis -
tics on divorces and annulments. However, specific
recommendations are deferred until a thorough
study of this problem can be made.
Other Recommendations
Completeness of data
The NOVS should stimulate and assist in spe-
cial studies of birth registration completeness in
areas where completeness of registration is still
a problem.
The NOVS should endeavor to develop methods
for measuritig incompleteness of death and late fetal
death registration adaptable to those areas where
this p>oblem is important. If practical techniques
can be found, they should be applied to obtain more
information on the extent of incompleteness and on
means for attaining more complete reporting.
Effort? toward improvement of notifiable dis -
ease reporting should be concentrated first on those
diseases that are major health problems and are
amenable to control procedures.
The NOVS should cooperate with the States in
the development and application of tests to deter-
mine the completeness of the reporting of mar-
riages and divorces and annulments to the central
offices, and the accuracy of the information given
on the report forms.
Uniformity of data
The NOVS and the State vital statistics offices
should continue their efforts to obtain complete
coverage of all items on the standard certificates.
Scope and detail of data
The NOVS should keep in closer touch with the
users of its data when planning the scope and detail
of its tabulations and publications and making deci-
sions on fundamental issues.
Explanatory and interpretive text
The analytical functions of the NOVS should be
strengthened to make available more explanatory
and interpretive material useful to consumers.
Cyclical schedule of tabulations
The concept of cyclical collection and tabulation
of data should be firmly established as a part of the
regular program of the NOVS with adequate safe-
guards for the continuity of the various tabulation
cycles.
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Utilization of Data by Consumers
Questionnaires were sent to 369 persons se-
lected for their presumed interest in some aspect
of vital statistics data. Replies were received
from 254. Although the Committee was aware” of
the limitations of a questionnaire of this type, in-
formation was sought regarding the relative f re -
quency with which various types of vital statistics
are used and the different sources from which
these data are obtained, the extent to which the
respondents regard available vital statistics as
adequate for their uses, and ways of reducing the
quantity of material published by the NOVS yet
still meeting the important needs of consumers.
The results of the questionnaire may be sum-
marized as follows (see Appendix A for details):
1. Frequency of use of types of data. —Mor -
tality and natality statistics are the data issued
by the National Office of Vital Statistics which are
used most frequently by the persons replying. Next
in order of frequency of use are the statistics on
marriages and notifiable diseases. The consumers
surveyed showed the least interest in fetal death
statistics and divorce statistics. This generally
corresponds to the requests for data received by
the NOVS.
2. Geographic categories used. —An over-
whelming majority of the consumers surveyed in-
dicated use of statistics for the country as a whole
and for States. Also, the majority of resgmdents
appeared to have need for data on all of the other
geographic areas listed.
3. Use of State and local publications .—Ex-
cluding State registrars of vital statistics, rela-
tively little reference appears to be made to State
and local publications. However, this may be due,
in part, to the composition of the list of persons
and agencies surveyed.
4. Secondary references. —Of the secondary
references, the Statistical Abstract of the United
States published by the Bureau of the Census is
most frequently used, followed by the United Na-
tions Demographic Yearbook and by the World
Almanac.
5. Unpublished data . —About one-half of the
respondents stated that they have requested un-
published data from the NOVS.
6. Timeliness .—The dissatisfaction expressed
most frequently and most strongly concerning the
NOVS publications related to the lack of timeliness
of their issuance. The release of unpublished data
to those requesting them appears to have softened
the reactions of some of the respondents. Consid-
erable understanding and appreciation of the prob-
lems faced by the NOVS in the early publication of
data were evident, but the general opinion was that
the data would be much more useful if they could
be issaed on a more timely schedule.
‘7. Accuracy. —Most of the respondents did not
express any opinion concerning accuracy, except
to indicate general satisfaction with the quality of
data. Most of the defects mentioned were those
that have been already recognized by the NOVS,
namely, errors in residence allocation of births
and deaths, and incompleteness of notifiable dis-
ease statistics.
8. Scope and detail.—A large proportion of
respondents indicated satisfaction with the existing
scope and detail of the published data. There were
relatively few suggestions for reducing the quantity
of data published.
Another questionnaire devoted exclusively to
marriage statistics, was sent to 539 persons and
organizations to obtain information concerning uses
and needs of consumers of marriage statistics. Re-
plies were received from 262 or 49 percent.
Since users of marriage statistics were se-
lected as respondents it is to be expected that use
would be reported in ways proportionate to the kind
of persons included in the mailing list, namely,
business men, university people, private research-
ers, and government officials. In the judgment of
the Committee the mailing list of business users
stressed national organizations, and the survey
may have failed to reach local users in business
fields. While one question dealt with potent ial uses
if statistics were available, it is doubtful that the
full effect of supply on demand is revealed. Per-
haps improved statistics must actually be available
in order to call out full expression of demand from
consumers. Probably the questionnaire survey
was most effective in revealing the varied uses of
marriage statistics, in indicating the scope of the
desired data, and in eliciting new suggestions (see
Appendix B for details).
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There are four general findings of the survey
cm marriage statistics:
1, There is evidence of extensive use of mar-
riage statistics in large business organizations, in
colleges and universities, in government, and in
private research.
2. The returns indicate use by individuals in
business organizations for estimating household
formation and for predicting demand for consumer
goods . Persons in research and academic fields
expressed a preference for data useful in socio -
logical and demographic research.
3. With respect to the time-space aspects of
statistical reporting, the broader categories were
favored. Although there was strong support for
monthly totals and for annual national and State
reporting of more detailed figures, there seemed
to be a relatively limited demand for reporting of
the monthly figures in advance of present publi-
cations.
4. Strong support was expressed for complete
natioml and State coverage on an annual basis snd
for more specific data, with cross -tabulations by
bride and groom, and information
available from registration records,
on items not
FIIWIRE 1.. -----
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Scope and Method of Study
The U. S. National Committee on Vital and
Health Statistics was asked by the U. S. Public
Health Service to make a critical study of the ob-
jectives and the program of national vital statis-
tics, and to report its findings, and to make rec -
ommendations on the following topics:
1. The effectiveness of the National Office of
Vital Statistics in meeting the major consumer
needs in all fields of use, with respect to timeli-
ness, degree of accuracy, periodicity, et cetera.
2. Types of data and analytical studie 3 to be
produced routinely and as special studies, with
Suggestions on proportion of total budget that should
be allocated to special studies.
3. Program of technical assistance to States.
4. Coordination of vital statistics activities at
various levels of government-Federal, State, and
locaI, and interrelation between these levels.
5. General blueprint outlining goals to be
achieved by the national vital statistics system.
In addition to making various studies of dif-
ferent aspects of the program and operations of the
NOVS, an inquiry was conducted among 369 princi-
pal users of national vital statistics, by means of
a questionnaire designed to discover what types of
data published by the NOVS are most frequently
used and what deficiencies, if any, the users have
found in these data (see Appendix A). Information
along the same lines was ‘also sought from business
news services.
At the request of the special Subcommittee on
Vital Statistics Needs, the American Association
of Registration Executives held a panel discussion
on’ ‘A National System of Vital Statistics” at its
Omaha meeting, June 14, 1955. Three members of
the Subcommittee participated and obtained a help-
ful sounding of the views of registration officials.
The National Committee also undertook a spe-
cial study of the status of national marriage sta-
tistics with emphasis on (a) the uses of marriage
data by business, government, research, and other
interests, and (b) the extent to which existing sta-
tistics on marriages meet consumer needs.
A questionnaire survey of 539 organizations
and individuals to determine present uses of snd
needs for marriage statistics was conducted by the
special Subcommittee on Utilization of Marriage
Statistics. The survey findings were presented at
meetings of the Working Group on Marriage and
Divorce and of the Council of the Public Health
Conference on Records and Statistics.
Although it was recognized that a similar study
on statistics of divorces and annulments is needed,
the investigation of this subject was deferred. The
Committee suggests that a survey of consumer
needs for divorce and annulment statistics be con-
ducted.
The Present National Vital Statistics System
This section presents a brief account of cer -
tain aspects of the present national vital statistics
system, as a background for the discussion leading
to the findings of the Committee.
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Legislative authority
The method of producing nationaI vital sta-
tistics in the United States differs from those of a
large majority of other coontries. Registration
of vital events in the United States has been’ estab-
lished as part of the public health responsibilities
that are included within the general powers re -
served to the States. The legal authority for the
production of national vital statistics is found in a
law of Congress (1904) which requires the U. S.
Bureau of the Census to collect “statistics of the
births and deaths in registration areas annually,
the data for which shall be obtained from and re-
stricted to such registration records of such States
and municipalities as in the discretion of the Di-
rector possess records affording satisfactory data
in necessary detail . . . .“ This authori~ VZISt.HIS -
ferred to the Federal Security Agency, now the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, in
1946. The language of the reorganization plan that
made this transfer, in referring to vital statistics,
included marriages, divorces, and annulments along
with births and deaths. However, there is no sps -
cif ic statutory authority to pay for marriage, di-
vorce, and annulment records. The Surgeon Gen-
eral of the Public Health Service has statutory
authority to collect morbidity and mortality sta-
tistics. All of the present activities of the NOVS
derive from these authorizations.
Under this system, a major problem faced by
the NOVS is to develop procedures that will pro-
duce adequate national vital statistics in a situation
where the legal authority over the registration or
collection of the original information rests with the
States.
Functions of the Natioml Office of
Vital Statistics
Collection of data. —This office tabulates and
publishes data on births, deaths (including fetal
deaths), notifiable diseases, marriages ~d di -
vorces (including annulments). Figure 1 taken from
Volume I of Vital Statistics of the United States,
~ shows the flow for each of these items from
the original record to its processing in the NOVS.
Copies of individual records of births, deaths,
and fetal deaths filed in the State registration of-
fices are received by the NOVS in the form of
microfilm reproductions of the record or as tran-
scriptions. In addition to the microfilm copies,
punched cards for births were received in 1954 from
i 1 reporting areas, and punched cards for deaths
were obtained on a trial basis from California and
Oregon. The numbers of records collected for 1954
from the State vital statistics offices in the various
forms are as follows:
Punched
Micro- cards and Tran-
T&A f~m microfilm scripts
Total --5,717,854 4,274,795 1,028,036 415,023
Births --4,119,313 2,923,551 904,043 291,719
Deaths-- 1,502,364 1,262,853 123,993 115,518
Fetal
deaths- 96,177 88,391 7,786
Data on marriages and divorces and annulments
are provided by the registration areas on table
forms prepared by the NOVS. The number of States
and other areas providing tables for 1954 data
varied for marriages from 37 areas giving data by
month to 19 areas providing. data by ages of bride
and groom and number of previous marriages. For
divorces, the number of areas varied from 38 giving
data by county to 7 providing statistics by ages of
husband and wife.
Publications. —The publications issued by the
NOVS may be classified into three types: current,
annual, and special reports.
The Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Repor~
and an accompanying press release Communicable
Disease Summa ry, are issued at the end of each
week following the week to which the data refer.
The Monthly Vital Statistics Report, issued about 6
weeks after the end of the month to which the data
refer, gives summary data for each State and the
entire country on total births, deaths, infant deaths,
and marriages. Divorce and annulment data are
included for slightly more than one-half of the
States. In addition, mortality statistics for the
country are classified by cause of death, age, sex,
and color, for a 10-percent sample of the death
certificates. All data in these publications are
provisional.
The regular, comprehensive compilation of
vital statistics for this country is the publication,
Vital Statistics of the United States, which is issued
annually by the NOVS. It contains the most com -
prehensive and detailed vital statistics for the
United States and individual States and local areas.
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It is the basic statistical reference source for re-
search workers concerned with the study of mor -
tality, natality, fetal mortality, marriage, and di-
vorce and annulment.
Sp?cial reports on particular subjects are pub-
lished in Vital Statistics —Special Reports. One
volume of this series comprises 20 or so separate
reporti issued for the year, and subtitled National
Summaries. Typical titles in such a volume are:
“Births by Age of Mother, Race, and Live-Birth
Order: United States, 1954”; “Divorces and An-
nulments: Detailed Statistics for Reporting Areas,
1954’ ‘; “Infant Mortality: United States, 1954.”
While these reports are devoted primarily to data
for the most recent year, they frequently contain
summary tables with rates or other index figures
for earlier years.
Another volume of the Vital Statistics –Special
-s series is subtitled Selected Studies. It
is devoted entirely to special analytical studies of
vital statistics subjects in which detailed analysis
and interpretation of the statistics are emphasized
as much as the presentation of the data. An example
of this type is “Weight at Birth and Its Effect on
Survival of the Newborn in the United States, Early
1950,” Vol. 39, No. 1, 1954,
Occasionally, an entire volume of the V~
Statistics-Special Re~rts is devoted to one major
subject, An example is Volume 32, “Cancer Mor-
tality in the United States, 1900 -1945.”
Technical services. —The NOVS has two con-
tinuing programs of technical service to the State
vital statistics offices (see Appendix D). One pro -
gram includes the training of cause-of-death coders
through quarterly comparisons of State and NOVS
cause -of -death codes; monthly publication of a
column on cause-of-death coding problems in ‘llQ
Registrar, a NOVS publication for State and local
registrars; and a monthly issue of 10 coding prob-
lems and answers for cause -of -death coders. The
other program pertains to serving the Public Health
Conference on Records and Statistics and the work-
ing groups of the Conference in a secretariat and
consulting capacity.
Other technical services are rendered upon
request. These include ‘‘ioan” of personnel to
international and State organizations, as well as
consultation on various problems in registration,
statistical processing, machine tabulation pro-
cedures, and analytical methods. Requests for
technical opinions are generally handled by corre -
spondence,
Coordination and standards. -In order to pro-
duce uniform national vital statistics, the NOVS
must coordinate registration and statistical prac -
tices of the States insofar as they affect interstate
and international comparability of data. The prin-
cipal mechanism utilized by the NOVS for coordi-
nation is the Public Health Conference on Records
and Statistics. In collaboration with the Public
Health Conference on Records and Statistics, the
NOVS develops, for adoption by States, recommen-
dations on basic items such as the model vital sta-
tistics law, and standard certificates of live birth,
fetal death, death, marriage, and divorce. The NOVS
participates in the development of uniform defini-
tions on other specific aspects such as motor-ve-
hicle accidents and home accidents, for national
use. In the international field, the NOVS contributes
to the formulation of international standards and
assumes the responsibility for interpretation of
these standards and practices for national use. The
NOVS participation in the development of the Inter-
national Statistical Classification of Diseases, In-
juries, and Causes of Death, and of the international
recommendations of definitions of live birth and
fetal death are examples of its activities in the
internatioml field.
Status of national marriage statistics. —In re-
cent years many efforts have been made to improve
national marriage data. Transcripts of marriage
records for the years 1939 and 1940 were purchased
from the State vital statistics offices in those States
which maintained central files of marriage records.
Some of the data obtained from these transcripts
were published in reports showing data on mar-
riages by various characteristics of brides and of
grooms. This program was discontinued in the
early years of the war.
Beginning with data for the year 1948, a co-
operative program was inaugurated under which
certain States provide the NOVS with completed
tables on marriages classified by age, previous
marital status, race, and other characteristics of
individuals at the time of marriage. There has
been considerable expansion in this program, but
the coverage remains far from complete. Many
States lacking central files of marriage records
provide no detailed data on marriages. The States
that cooperate in the program complete varying
numbers of tables so that coverage is not uniform
either within one year or from year to year, One
reason for this variation is the lack of uniformity
in State marriage records. This is being changed.
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In cooperation with the Public Health Conference
on Records and Statistics (PHCRS), an organization
of State statistical and registration officials, the
NOVS has developed a Standard Record of Mar-
riage. To further encourage uniform tabulations,
the NOVS and the Public Health Conference have
drafted a Manual for Registration of Marriages to
serve as a guide to the States on definitions of
terms, registration procedures, and coding, punch-
ing, and tabulation’ of data. It is expected that a
Marriage Registration Area will be established to
promote improvement in marriage statistics and
stimulate all States to provide for central State
registration of marriages. This would follow the
pattern of the Birth and Death Registration Areas.
To obtain information on important sociM and
economic characteristics of recently married per-
sons for the United States, the facilities of the
Current Population Survey (CPS) of the Bureau
of the Census have been used. In the first of these
surveys (April 1953), data were obtained for the
United States on demographic and economic char-
acteristics of persons who married between 1950
and the survey date.1 The second survey (June
1954) provided data on education, occupation, num -
ber of marriages, and residence status of persons
marrying between 1947 and the survey date.
Status of national statistics on divorces and
annulments .—The development of national statistics
on divorces and annulments has proceeded along
lines similar to marriage statistics, Transcripts
of divorce records for the years 1939 and 1940
were obtained from the State vital statistics offices
in those States which maintained central files of
divorce records, and a repok”t was issued.
Beginning with the data year 1948, a cooper-
ative program was started where certain States
provide the NOVS with completed tables on divorces
classified according to certain characteristics.
While there has been expansion in this program,
the coverage is even less complete than for mar-
riages, The States that participate in the program
prepare varying numbers of tables so that data are
not entirely comparable from year to year, or from
State to State. One reason for this is the lack of
uniformity in the State records of divorces and
lN~ti~n~l Office of Vital statistics, Vital Sta-
tietics —Special Reports, Vol. 39, No, 3, ‘ ‘Demo-
graphic Characteristics of Recently Married Persons:
United States, April 1953, ” 1954; and No. 5, “Eco-
nomic Characteristics of Recently Married Persons:
United States, April 1953,1 ~ 1955.
amulments. The recent development of the Stand-
ard Record of Divorce or Annulment will promote
more uniform tabulations. Also, the Manual for
Registration of Divorces which is being drafted
will contribute further to uniformity in tabulations.
It is anticipated that a Divorce and Annulment
Registration Area will stimulate States to provide
for central registration.
Organization, budget, and personnel of the
National Office of Vital Statistics
The NOVS is organized in several large serv-
ice sections and in professional sections established
on subject-matter lines. About three-fourths of
the approximately 200 employees are in the Statis-
tical Processing Section which is responsible for
the operations involving receipt, checking, and
processing of data from the States, including coding,
punching, tabulating, computing, table posting, edit-
ing, and typing for reproduction. There is an ad-
ministration section with about 16 employees which
handles psrsonnel,budget, data procurement, travel,
supplies and equipment, correspondence files, mes -
senger service, and routine inquiries for infor -
mation. The remaining sections are staffed with
from 2 to 6 persons, chiefly of professional grade,
who are responsible for planning statistical tabu-
lations and published reports, conducting analyses
of data, and planning and conducting special studies.
These sections are: Mortality, Natality, Marriage
and Divorce, Actuarial Analysis, Morbidity, and
State Consulting Service. overall technical md
administrative coordination and relations with the
Public Health Conference on Records and Statistics
are the responsibilities of the Office of the Chief,
staffed by 8 persons.
The total annual budget for the fiscal year 1955
has been about $1,300,000. Of this sum, about
$740,000 is used for personnel salaries; $200,000
for purchase of data; $160,000 for communication
costs, chief ly penalty mai~ $70,000 for equipment
rental; $60,000 for printing; $35,000 for travel; and
the remainder for miscellaneous items.
Findings and Recommendations
In its directive, this Committee was asked to
prepare findings on the five distinct topics men-
tioned in the section on Scope and Method of Study
(p. 22’7). As a matter of presentation, it was de-
cided to use topic 5 -general blueprint outlining
goals to be achieved by the national vital statistics
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system -as a frame into which to fit the discussion
of the other topics.
In the detailed consideration of these goals,
the Committee recognizes four major types of prob-
lems which are pertinent to work of the NOVS:
1. Production of national vital statistics.
2. Statistical studies of public health and popu-
lation characteristics (including the development
of new data),
3. Coordimtion of the national vital statistics
system.
4. Economy and efficiency of operations.
Subsequently in this report, each type of prob-
lem is examined in turn. Under each, the Commit-
tee presents a statement of the goals to be achieved
as it sees them, a statement of the principal defi-
ciencies in the present system with respect to
these goals, and its recommendations.
Two other items were discussed. These were
the level of the NOVSin the organizational hierarchy
of the Public Health Service and the channel of
communications to the State vital statistics offices.
While it was agreed that these were problems that
have an important bearing on the effectiveness of
operation of the NOVS, they were considered to be
outside of the scope of the Committee’s assignment.
Regular production of basic national
vital statistics
The responsibility for producing national vital
statistics carries an obligation to make them of
maximum value for administrative, public health,
research, and other pu%poses which they should
serve. In the postwar years the importance of
the need for detailed national vital statistics for
research in the social sciences and in the medi-
cal and allied sciences has increased greatly. For
example, detailed birth, death, and marriage sta -
tistics are basic for the study of determinants of
population trends and for making population pro -
jections, Government at its several levels is con-
cerned with population projections in planning for
schools, for public health services, for housing
development, for power development, for the na-
tional defense, for agricultural needs, and in ad-
ministering its social security program. Population
pro jections are used by business for gauging poten-
tial markets and determining the locations fQr
plants. With the greatly intensified efforts by both
private and public agencies to promote health and
reduce mortality, the medical and allied sciences
have increased their demands for detailed national
vital statistics in order to detect problems requiring
study, to design. health studies or programs, to
evaluate the results of such studies or programs,
and also to study the relation of disease to environ-
ment.
In the production of national vital statistics
the responsible agency should make every effort
to publish statistics which
1. Cover the entire country.
2. Are based on as complete reports as it is
feasible to obtain, with measurement of the degrees
of completeness achieved.
3. Are based on as accurate reports as it is
feasible to obtain, with measurement of the degree
of accuracy achieved.
4. Are based on records which are essentially
uniform with respect to all items of statistical in-
formation needed for natioml vital statistics.
5. Are compiled according to uniform classi-
fications and classification rules.
6. Give sufficient detail, in terms of cross-
classification of items, to serve adequately not only
administrative needs, but also research interests:
7. Are available for public use at the earliest
practicable time.
8. Are accompanied by adequate explamtions
of factors bearing upon the interpretation of the
statistics.
The current status of national vital statistics
data with respect to these eight objectives is as
follows:
Geographic coverage. —The U.S. Death Regis -
tration Area was established in 1900 and the U. S.
Birth Registration Area in 1915, in each case with
10 States and the District of Columbia. Additional
States were added year by year so that nationwide
coverage was achieved in 1933. The situation with
respect to marriage and divorce statistics is simi-
lar to that for birth and death statistics prior to
the establishment of the registration areas, except
for the publication by the NOVS of data tables show-
ing marriages performed or divorce or annulment
decrees granted which are based on tabulations
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In order to extend coverage there is need for
the organization of registration areas for mar-
riage and divorce at an early date. One necessary
step in this process is the centralization of mar-
riage and divorce records in each State. There
are now 30 States, 4 Territories and one indepen-
dent reporting city with central registration of both
divorces and marriages. In addition, there are 6
States with central registration of marriages but
not divorces. (See figure 2.) It would be parti-
cularly desirable for the latter group of States to
establish central records of divorces and annul-
ments in the near future because of the close inter-
relationship between the two subjects, Eventually,
all States should have central files of both mar-
riage and divorce records.
RECOMMENDATION. The NOVS should in-
crease its efforts to obtain nationwide mar-
riage and divorce statistics through the es-
tablishment of registration areas based on
central files of marriage and divorce rec -
orals which contain specified items.
Completeness of data, —Excellent progress has
been made toward the goal of complete birth regis -
tration for the country as a whole. The 1950 test
showed that the problem of unrecorded births is
now limited to a few States and to certain rural
areas and population groups in those States.
RECOMMENDATION The NOVS should stim-
ulate and assist in special studies of birth reg-
istration completeness in areas where com-
pleteness of registration is still a problem.
In death and fetal death registrations, there
are indications that underregistration, particularly
of infant deaths, is significantly high in ,certain
rural areas, as in the case of birth registration.
For fetal deaths, a study made in New York Cityz
indicates that reporting is seriously incomplete.
Even for late fetal deaths (28 weeks or more) re-
porting may be more than 20 percent incomplete
for the country as a whole.
It is recognized that there are technical diffi-
culties involved in measuring completeness of death
registration. The problems are even more diffi-
cult in testing completeness of fetal death regis -
tration. Nevertheless, the increased attention being
given to the reduction of fetal and early neonatal
mortality emphasizes the need for improvement of
death snd late fetal death registration. There seems
to be little possibility of obtaining complete regis -
tration of early fetal deaths.
RECOMMENDATION: The NOVS should en-
deavor to develop methods for measuring in-
completeness of death and late fetal death
registration adaptable to those areas where
this problem is important. If practical tech-
niques can be found, they should be applied
to obtain more information on the extent of
incompleteness and on means for attaining
more complete reporting.
In notifiable disease reporting, most, if not
.aIl, notifiable diseases are incompletely reported.
In many instances, the administration of therapeu-
tic measures before a definitive diagnosis is made
makes it very difficult to obtain complete reporting
of illness due to certain diseases. k other in-
stances, failure to report arises from oversight on
the part of the physician or from lack of interest
or appreciation of the need for reporting.
The purpose of notifiable disease reporting is
to provide data that will aid in the control of com-
municable diseases. Some of these diseases have
become of minor significance as public health prob-
lems in this country. The importance of having
complete da’a is greatest for diseases such as PO-
liomyelitis, typhoid fever, and tuberculosis, which
are still major public health problems amenable to
control procedures, or for potentially dangerous
epidemic diseases such as smallpox.
RECOMMENDATION. Efforts toward im-
provement of notifiable disease reporting
should be concentrated first on those (i@-
eases that are major health problems and
are amenable to control procedures.
The degree of completeness of marriage ~d
ZB~U~~*~t~~~,Leona, Wallace, Helen M., Landsberg, divorce registration is unknown. The NOVS has
Eva, and Pessin”, Vivian, , ,The Inadequacy of Routine
Reporting of Fetal Deaths.’ ‘ American Journal of
prepared p“bns to cooperate with the States in
Public Health, Vol. 39, No. 12, December 1949? checking the completeness with. which certificates
PD. 1549-1552. of marriage and divorce are actually filed. The
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successful execution of these plans will constitute
an important step toward the establishment of a
sound base for national statistics on marriages
and divorces.
RECOMMENDATION The NOVS should co-
operate with the States in the development
and application of tests on the completeness of
the reporting of marriages and divorces to
the central off ices.
Accuracy of data .—Accuracy of the information
on the records, and of the statistics based on it, is
of crucial importance. It is also difficult to mess-
ure. There is evidence of significant errors in the
reporting of certain items—cause of death, place
of residence, and age. For other items such as
race, nativity, and marital status of the deceased
(or of the parents in the case of births), there is
virtually no knowledge of the quality of reporting.
Several general methods of evaluating statements
on vital records may be used. One is to compare
the entries on the certificates with the correspond-
ing information for the same persons on another
record, such as the population census schedule.
For example, a comparison of the occupation in-
formation on birth and death certificates with that
on the census schedule is now being done by the
Scripps Foundation for Research in Population
Problems. The correspondence of other items
should be measured. Another method is to reinter-
view the informant who gave the information on the
certificate, or to interview another person who may
be able to make a morti accurate report than the
first informant. This method was used with at least
partial success in the Census Post-Enumeration
Survey.
RECOMMENDATION: Studies designed to
measure the accuracy of the information on
the original records should be an essential
part of the regular NOVS program.
Uniformity of data. —It is essential that all
State certificates contain the items needed for na-
tioml statistics and that these items be defined in
substantially the same form. In order to accomplish
uniformity in the report forms, the NOVS has issued
standard certificates of birth, death, and fetal death.
More recently, standard records of marriage and
of divorce or annulment have been recommended
by the NOVS and adopted by several of the States.
For national statistics, the information must also
be processed according to uniform classifications
with uniform rules for classifying the specific facts
given on each record.
The NOVS and the States are to be congratu-
lated on the impressive degree of uniformity which
has been achieved for most of the items used in
national birth, death, and fetal death statistics. The
few exceptions occur mainly on the birth certificate,
where the legitimacy item is omitted by 14 States,
chiefly owing to prohibition by State laws, and birth
order and birth weight are omitted from the Massa-
chusetts certificate
Because the standard records of marriage
and divorce have been available only recently, con-
siderable diversity exists among the record forms
in use. Uniformity in coverage and definition of
items is essential for production of satisfactory
national statistics.
RECOMMENDATION The NOVS and the State
vital statistics offices should continue their
efforts to obtain compiete coverage of all
items on the standard certificates.
Uniformity of classification. —Uniform classi-
fication of the information on the birth, death, and
fetal death certificates has been achieved for the
entire country by having copies of all of these vital
records available in one central office and classified
according to a uniform set of instructions and pro-
cedures. This has meant that the data for all parts
of the country have been coded in the same way.
The classification procedures used by the
various States in compiling tables for consoli-
dation in national statistics of marriages and divor-
ces are not uniform. Greater uniformity could be
obtained if the NOVS and the participating States
develop and adopt uniform definitions and clae.si-
fication procedures. However, it is much more
difficult to maintain uniform practices when the
operations are performed in many separate offices,
The value of national vital statistics depends
greatly upon uniformity and consistency in the
classification of the various items. This is parti.
cularly true for interstate comparisons of data.
RECOMMENDATION Uniformity of classi-
fication of the items is essential in the pro-
duction of natioml vital statistics, and con-
tinuous efforts should be made to maintain
and increase the degree of uniformity. Spe-
cial attention should be given to this prob-
lem in statistics of marriages and divorces.
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Scope and detail. —There are certain general
principles which, in the opinion of the Committee,
should be followed in determining the detail and
scope of tabulations. These are:




United States, each State, each county, and
each city above a specified population size
(e. g., 10,000 or 25,000).
Statistics for the country as a whole should
be in the maximum detail, with less detail
for the individual States and large cities
and least detail for counties and small cities.
This gradation is justified by three con-
siderations: National data are subject to the
most extensive use; the higher frequencies
at the national level than for the geographic
subdivisions allow more detailed classifi-
cation for the former; and in intercensal
years annual population data, which are
necessary for computing vital statistics
rates, are available in detail only for the
country as a whole.
For all geographic areas, the most detailed
tabulations requiring a population base for
analysis should be made for the decennial
census year (or 2-or 3-year period center-
ing on the census) when the maximum amount
of population data is available.
Certain statistics should be tabulated an-
nually; for others the needs may be satis-
fied by less frequent tabulations (see Cycli-
cal schedule of tabulations, p. 239). For
intercensal years, there is now some evi-
dence that a 50 -percent sample of the births
may be adequate for most purposes. Where
less -than-annual tabulations are scheduled,
they should be given the same priori~ as
those scheduled annually, in order to avoid
eventual loss of information.
Xn addition to these general principles appli-
cable to all vital statistics, there are specific sug-
gestions for much needed improvement in the scope
and detail of national marriage statistics. For cin-
stance, annual data on marriages showing the char-
acterktics of brides related to corresponding char-
acteristics of grooms should be made available.
‘This is especially important for information on age,
race, previous marital status, and number of times
previously married. In addition, data on occupa-
tion, attained years of schooling, and number of
children under 16 years of age from prior mar-
riages should be available periodically. It is recog-
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nized that some of this information would not be
available from the Standard Record of Marriage.
Information on marriages by place of resi-
dence of bride and groom, as contrasted with place
of occurrence of the marriage, is also important,
especially if linked to the characteristics of the
persons who are married in States other than the
one of usual residence. The possibility of tabulat-
ing marriages by place of intended residence after”
marriage should be explored because of the obvious
value of such data to-numerous groups, including
market research organizations.
In the past, the NOVS has ‘relied on the fol-
lowing guides in making decisions regarding the
scope and detail of its tabulations and publications:
advice of professional leaders in the various sub-
ject fields, interests and needs of administrative
and research programs, specific requests for data
from importsnt organizations, and occasional mail
surveys of representative consumers of the statis-
tics. There have also been instances where propo-
sals for the discontinuation of a publication series
were submitted to the consumers on the mailing
lists for the publications, snd action taken on the
basis of the responses received.
RECOMMENDATION. The NOVS should keep
in closer touch with users of its data when
planning the scope and detail of its tabulations
and publications and making decisions on fun-
damental issues.
Timeliness .—The weekly and monthly publi-
cations of the NOVS giving current vital statistics
are being issued on a satisfactory schedule, and
present no special problems in regard to timeliness.
For some types of data, useful particularly for
research studies or in long time series, the e~s -
tence of an annual repetitive series is more im-
portant than the time at which the figures become
available. On the other hand, the effective appli-
cation of data pertinent to public health snd admin-
istrative problems depends on the promptness with
which the figures reach the consumers.
If the records are received within the speci-
fied time from the States, the special reports and the
amuai volumes (Vital Statistics of the United States)
of the National Office of Vital Statistics can be re-
leased for printing from 12 to 18 months after the
end of the calendar year to which the data apply.
Starting with the data year 1949, however, increasing
delays occurred in the issuance of the annual pub-
lications. The 1949 annual volumes were released
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to the printer 25 months after the close of 1949,
whereas the usual schedule prior to that period was
about 18 months after the year. Thereafter, the
situation became worse. The poorest record was
set with the 1951 a.mmal volumes which were re -
leased for printing 32 months after the close of the
year. Three factors contributed to the delays in
the annual processing schedules, namely: unchanged
budget appropriations during a period of increasing
personnel and material costs, the diversion of per-
sonnel to conduct several special census-related
projects, and the increase in the number of records
to be processed.
After the data year 1952, a special effort was
made to catch up to the normal processing schedule.
The release for printing of death statistics in the
annual volume (Volume II) for 1953 was on normal
schedule (18 months) but the release of birth data
(Volume I) occurred 23 months after the end of the
data year. For 1954 and thereafter, it is expected
that the annual volume on mortality will be released
to the printer 15 months after the close of the data
year, and on births, 18 months. The projected
processing schedule, if maintained, will be as
PromPt as it has ever been. The principal prob-
lem now in maintaining operations on schedule
appears .to be in the procurement of data from the
State vital statistics offices according to the spec -
ified time schedule.
The contract schedule for delivery of tran-
scripts of birth and death records from the State
vital statistics off ices to the NOVS calls for de-
livery of data for each month within 90 days after
the end of the month. For example, data for De-
cember are due on March 31 of the year following.
Several reporting areas usually fall behind in the
delivery schedule. The following table shows the


















The schedule for obtaining statistical tables
giving 1954 data on marriages and divorces (includ-
ing annulment@from the State office was as follows:
Table forms were mailed by the NOVS early in Feb-
ruary 1955 with a requested return date of June 15;
and followup letters were sent to the States in July
with a suggested deadline of November 1. Actually,
the 1954 tables were received from some States as
early as April 1955 and as late as January 1956.
An effort will be made by the NOVS to obtain 1955
data for all participating States by October 1,1956.
If this goal is met, it should be possible to publish
consolidated reports early in 1957.
The delay in the issuance of NOVS publications
was the most frequent criticism of consumers re -
spending in the questionnaire survey. Most of the
consumers indicated considerable understanding
and appreciation of the difficulties faced by the NOVS
during the period of maximum delay. Nevertheless,
it was felt that the data would be more useful if
made available more currently.
RECOMMENDATION Immediate priority
should be given to the processing and pro-
curement of data to achieve a schedule of
processing which permits the release for
printing of final data within 15 months after
the close of the data year; and this schedule
should be maintained or improved upon in the
future.
Explamtion of factors bearing on interpr e-
tation of data . —Statistics may be relatively com-
plete, accurate, comparable, detailed, and timely
but still fall short of their potential value, It is
also necessary to explain the various factors which
may affect the meaning of the figures so that the
statistics can be correctly used and interpreted,
Population coverage, definitions, classifications,
rules for allocating individual events to classes,
known biases in reporting, changes in reporting
practices or rules which may affect comparability,
and any other sources of error or misunderstand-
ing need to be fully discussed.
In addition, there are many professional and
lay users of vital statistics who have limited knowl-
edge of the ways in which statistics can be cor-
rectly used. For this large group, it is important
that the tables be accompanied by a clearly written
text describing the trends or difference indicated
by the statistics and, where possible, pointing out
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their implications in terms of the relevant subject,
that is, health, population changes, social problems,
economic considerations, et cetera. Such explan -
ations should be provided regularly by the NOVS.
RECOMMENDATION The analytical func-
tions of the NOVS should be strengthened to
make available more explanatory and inter -
pretive material useful to the consumer.
Statistical studies of tmblic health and
copulation characteristics
The annual repetitive series of publications
make available a considerable body of statistics.
However, not all of the data tabulated can be or
need to be published regularly. Also, there are
certain valuable items of information on the vital
records that have not been fully exploited for sta-
tistical purposes. Examples are” the occupation
items on the birth, death, and fetal death certifi-
cates; the hospital and medical items on the birth
and fetal death certificates; and the associated
cause information on the death certificate. Both
untabulated data and unpublished tabulations should
be exploited periodically, and the results made
available in the form of special studies.
Two kinds of studies maybe distinguished. The
first type of study is a program-oriented analysis
wherein data relating to a specific program are
brought together. The series of reports on cancer
mortality and on cardiovascular-renal disease mor -
tality, prepared in collaboration with the National
Cancer Institute and with the Division of Public
Health Methods, respectively, are emtmples of
program-oriented studies.
The second type relates to the presentation
and analysis of data with primary emphasis on
making available new information which may serve
a variety of interests, Examples are studies of
mortality by marital status and by occupation and
industry; neonatal mortality by cause, race, and
sex; the fertility of birth cohorts of women by age
and number of children borne; births according to
birth weight; and special studies based on matched
marriage and divorce or amulment snd other vital
records.
The development of a program of special stud-
ies should be an important goal of any vital statis-
tics office. The vital statistics offices are in a
unique position to make impmtant contributions to
knowledge regarding health and population growth,
and to the furtherance of the various public health
programs. The program-oriented studies in parti-
cular represent valuable services to public health
activities. Such studies should also have impor-
tant side effects in pointing to needed improvements
in the data, to new areas for study, and to regular
tabulations which should either be eliminated or
reshaped.
The National Office of Vital Statistics has con-
ducted a number of such studies in the past but not
on a regular basis.
A program of more complete interpretation of
vital phenomena will require from time to time the
development of new data not obtainable from the
present records. The decennial revisions of the
standard certificates by the NOVS provide an op-
portunity to introduce new items on the vital rec -
orals, although this approach can be taken only on
a limited number of items that are needed for at
least a 10-year period. A more flexible method
is to follow back on a sample of vital records for
additional information. By use of this follow-back
procedure, it may be possible to obtain additional
medical information from hospital records andlor
from the physician. The supplemental data may
relate to illness history, verification of diagnoses,
and other facts about medical care and hospitali-
zation. Certain other pertinent social facts, such
as economic status, medical costs, education, num-
ber of dependents, et cetera, may be secured from
the family. Although much will have to be learned
about the practical application of this approach, it
appears to us potentially very useful.
Surveys of the general population protide
another source of new data. The National Office of
Vital Statistics has already utilized the Current
Population Survey for obtaining supplemental data
on child spacing as related to certain socioeconomic
factors, and on the various characteristics of new-
ly married persons.
Surveys of the general population possess the
great advantage of providing the population base
at the same time that new data, which should be
related to this base, are being collected. On the
other hand, the sample size may not be adequate
for measurement of the characteristics under study
and there may be problems of underreporting. If
a population base is not needed, the use of a sam-
ple of existing vital records may provide a more
efficient means than a survey for collecting addi-
tional data.
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Further research is needed in developing new
methods of analysis of data, including statistical
measur’es of mortality, fertility, and marriage and
divorce. For example, more intensive research is
needed in methods of projecting birth, death, and
marriage rates which are useful in planning health
and social programs and are essential to population
projections.
RECOMMENDATION: Statistical studies that
contribute to knowledge in public health, fer -
tility, mortality, marriage, and divorce should
be developed as part of the regular program
of the National Office of Vital Statistics. In
particular, attention should be given to the
influence of population characteristics, such
as sex, age, marital status, and occupation.
The program should include collection of new
data and development of new methods of ana-
lysis that are needed for program planning,
administrative and research purposes.
Coordination of the national vital
statistics system
Responsibilities of the NOVS.-The production
of national vital statistics in the United States by
the NOVS is dependent on the cooperation of the
States, since the collection of primary data by
means of registration is a State responsibility.
Neither the legislation enacted by the States nor
by tfie Federal Government defines the responsibi-
lity of the States to the Federal Government in vital
statistics matters since the provisions are permis-
sive rather than mandatory.
Over the yezrs there has developed a fair de-
gree of uniformity in the State laws on birth and
death registration with respect to authorizing the
State to furnish “copies of vital records to the Fed-
eral Government for national statistics. This uni-
formity stems from the fact that the States have
enacted into their laws the essential portions of
the various ‘‘ uniform” and “model” vital statis -
tics acts. The State laws usually specify that their
certificates of birth and death are to contain as a
minimum the items on the standard certificates
recommended by the Federal Government.
The subjects of marriage and divorce regis -
tration were not included in the “model” acts until
1942. Furthermore, no standard certificates for
these events were issued by the Federal Government
:mtil 1954. For these and other reasons, State laws
on marriage and divorce registration vary greatly.
In view of these considerations, the national
vital statistics system must be based on close
cooperation between the Federal Government and
the States through mutual understanding of the na-
tional and State interests and responsibilities for
vital statistics. Enlightened self -interest is nec-
essary on all sides and agreements must be en-
forced by moral suasion.
The Committee stresses the essential impor-
tance of minimizing the intrinsic complexity of the
national vital statistics system and its o~ration
by developing a clearer understanding and appre-
ciation by all concerned of the respective aims,
functions, and responsibilities of the NOVS and the
State vital statistics offices.
The production of national vital statistics re-
quires an effective central office at the national
level. Therefore, it is essential that the necessary
authority and responsibility of that office in rela-
tion to the statistical services desired be clearly
defined. There is not now, in fact, an agreement
or uniform understanding concerning the responsi-
bilities of the national office.
The following functions are recommended as
necessary duties (in addition to its usual operating
functions) of the national vital statistics office, if
reasonably adequate national statistics and related
services are to be regularly availablrx
1. Determination of the scope and content of
the mtional vital statistics tabulations and publi-
cations.
2. Recommendation and promotion of uniform
definitions of vital events and stsndard forms for
reporting these events.
3. Determination of the classifications and
classification rules used in preparing national vi-
tal statistics.
4. Assistance to the States in improving and
maintaining the quality and timeliness of the pri-
mary vital records.
5. Measurement of the degree of accuracy of
all of the procedures which enter into the produc-
tion of national vital statistics; completeness of
reporting, accuracy of reported information) ac-
curacy and consistency of classification of infor-
mation, and accuracy of statistical compilation.
6. Maintenance of direct regular contacts with
national groups representing the major interests
in vital statistics.
7. Maintenance of control over the accuracy
of processing of records used in national vital sta-
tistics tabulations.
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These are basic responsibilities of the national
off ice, regardless of whether all of the specific op-
erations involved are performed by the national
office personnel or whether some are done by State
off ice personnel. Certain operations have always
been and will continue to be done by the States-
the securing of complete and accurate registration
of vital events, direction and instruction of local
registrars and other persons responsible for the
orighal reports, and transmission of data to the
national office.
There are many other operations which are
performed by State vital statistics offices to serve
State health department needs or to provide the
legal registration services for which they are re-
sponsible. fnsofar as these operations affect or
are r@.ated to the services necessary to produce
national vital statistics, their proper performance
is of direct interest to the national office.
Technical services to States-As mentioned
on page 229, the NOVS maintains programs of tech-
nical services to the States. The services that are
given and that might be given are discussed more
fully in Appendix D. In summary, such programs
are of great value to the national system of yital
statistics in two ways. The system benefits di-
rectly from improvements in the quality of data
collection and processing at State and local levels.
Of equal importance is the more effective utiliza-
tion of these data by State and local agencies in the
planning of health programs or in special studies
which correlate vital statistics with other health,
social, or demographic data.
RECOMMENDATION. The NOVS should be
given sufficient fiscal resources to provide
the States upon request with more adequate
technical services in the following areas:
professional advisory and consultant service
on technical and management problems; ex-
panded information and clearinghouse serv-
ices on technical subjects and methodolo~
educational programs directed toward im-
provement of source data; national program
for recruiting and training professional vital
statistics personnel; and work with State
health depar~ment program divisions in pro-
moting effective utilization of vital statistics
data.
Observations on economy’ and
efficiency of operations
Increasing efficiency of processing meth-
@. —Fullachievement of the preceding objectives,
within the usual limitations of available facilities,
requires that the NOVS have an active program
for the development of more efficient and flexible
statistical processing methods. Such a program
should include experimentation with the high speed
electronic computers, the new record-reading ma-
chines, methods and applications of sampling, meth-
ods of obtaining better information on the source
documents, and more efficient coordination of rec -
oral-collecting procedures at the local, State, and
national levels.
Cyclical schedule of tabulations. —f.nan annual
vital statistics tabulation and publication program,
consideration must be given to the various con-
sumer needs and uses. Certain basic tabulations
are essential each year, whereas data of more
specialized interest can be made available peri-
odically, perhaps every 3. to 5 years. There are
also data that change slowly over the years. It
would seem unnecessary to tabulate and publish
such data every year.
The usefulness of almost all vital statistics is
enhanced to a great degree by the existence of cor-
responding population data to permit the compu-
tation of rates. The usefulness of some items de-
pen& entirely on the possibility of computing rates,
and for such items, tabulation is warranted only in
the years when population data are availabh c-
can be estimated reliably.
There are certain statistics that are of value
on an annual basis, but are so expensive that they
can be prepared only at infrequent intervals.
These factors—the need for data, the availa-
bility of ppulation data, and the cost of produc -
tion-shouldbe basic considerations in determining
the frequency with which various statistics are pro-
duced. Ideally, a complete cyclical program of
collection of data and tabulation of them should be
planned so as to maintain a level budget operation.
In practice, this is difficult to achieve. New items
cannot be introduced and old ones deleted from the
original vital records at frequent intervals. Even
if this were possible, it would be very unlikely that
the vital records filed for any particular year would
be returned on the same form. Cyclical shifts in
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items to be collected and/or tabulated entail the
danger of forever losing the information on an item
once it is drqpped. Another limiting factor is that
long range planning is needed, with an annual re-
view in order to assure that changing conditions
and demands are being met. This is not an insur-
mountable clifficulty although serious problems
may arise if there is loss of flexibility of operation
through decentralization of statistical processing.
Perhaps a more serious problem relates to the
fact that a long range program is difficult to exe-
cute because of the uncertainties of annual appro -
priations. Anticipated funds needed for a planned
project may not materialize at the appointed time.
This could throw certain phases of the cyclical
program out of line.
Despite the problems and difficulties of car-
rying out a cyclical program of tabulations, such
an approach to tabulation represents the most ef-
ficient use of resources consistent with meeting
the major consumer demands,
RECOMMENDATION. The concept of cycli -
cal tabulation of data should be firmly estab-
lished as a part of the regular program of
the NOVS with adequate safeguards for the
continuity of the various tabulation cycles.
Methods of producing national vital statistics
As part of its study, the Committee investi-
gated (a) various methods of producing national vi-
tal statistics from the standpoint of relative costs
and the scope and quality of the end product, and
(b) the question of duplication of effort between the
State vital statistics offices and the NOVS. The
findings are as follows (for details, see Appendix C):
1. Similarity and overlapping in State and Fed-
eral vital statistics procedures, tabulations, publi-
cations, and needs have not in the past and do not
now cause sufficient” duplication’ 1so that this mer-
its consideration as a major or controlling factor
in pkuming the program of the NOVS.
2. The transcript m&hod for producing na-
tional vital statistics now in operation in the NOVS
meets the basic requirements for national vital
statistics specified on page 2310f this report. It is
efficient to administer, and, because of the large
volume of records processed, operates at a low unit
cost per record.
3. The NOVS needs a transcript of each in-
dividual vital record in order to maintain control
of the quality of national vital statistics tabulations
and to provide a source of data for research in
medicine, public health, and population growth.
4. The punched-card method for producing
birth statistics was initiated with the belief that
significant savings to the NOVS would result from
the elimination of an assumed duplication in proc-
essing between the States and the NOVS, Existing
duplication alone is not sufficient to make it a de-
cisive factor in planning the program of the NOVS.
Precise statements of savings by the elimination
of such duplication are not available and existing
estimates vary widely. In the judgment of the Com-
mittee, any savings which are likely to occur will
be insufficient to counterbalance the following dis-
advantages of the punched-card method: (a) the
punched-card method undesirably restricts the
freedom of action both of the States and of the NOVS
in planning their programs; (b) the scope and de-
tail of national vital statistics cannot be greater
than those of the participating State with the least
scope and detail; (c) the NOVS would gradually lose
its position of leadership in national and interna-
tional vital statistics due to the loss of technical
skills and knowledge and no other agency would
gain a corresponding leadership; and (d) there is
no way of ensuring that a State may not suddenly
withdraw from the plan at a time when the NOVS
is unprepared to expand its work.
The Committee has been unable to discover
any advantages that cannot be realized by methods
that are free from the defects of the punched-card
method. It can foresee no way to obviate the dis -
advantages of the punched-card method in the pro-
curement of mortality statistics. It recognizes that
it may be possible for the NOVS to work out a mu-
tually advantageous punched-card program for birth
statistics with a few State or city vital statistics
off ices that will obviate most of the defects of the
method as originally proposed. It sees no possi-
bility of extending this program to all, or even a
majority, of State and city vital statistics offices
without jeopardizing. the scope, quality, and use-
fulness of national vital statistics.
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5. The pretabulation method of collecting na-
tional vital statistics has all of the disadvantages
mentioned above on the punched-card method. In
addition, the pretabulation method is inflexible. If
it were applied to births and deaths, the available
national data would shrink to a minimum and to a
rigid list of tabulations. With pretabulation, it would
become extremely difficult to make studies of im~
portance to the country’s health and welfare that
are based upon information which has been obtain-
able only from copies of the original birth and death
records. The pretabulation method would increase
costs of State operations without a compensatory
decrease in costs to the NOVS.
State pretabulated data have been used by the
NOVS to provide statistics on marriages and di-
vorces. In the absence of resources necessary to
process copies of the individual records, use of
pretabulated data has been necessary. However,
use of this method over a 6-year period has dem-
onstrated clearly its serious limitations. No data
presented in a uniform way for all States are avail-
able. Additional tabulations of the data to answer
requests or make special studies have not been
possible.
RECOMMENDATIONS: The NOVS should—
A.
B.
Reject any data procurement method that limits
or restricts the use of vital statistics records
for research or that prevents it from control-
ling the quality of national vital statistics tab-
ulations. Specifically, the NOVS should procure
transcripts of the individual vital records for
processing.
Reject the proposal to produce national birth





the available mtional data would shrink to
those obtainable from a minimum rigid list
of tabulations;
it would become very difficult to make na-
tional studies based upon information ob-
tainable Only from transcripts to the indi-
vidual records or from individual punched
cards;
it would add to the cost of State operations





Reject the punched-card method of collecting
vital statistics data as a general method ap-






it restricts the freedom of action both of
the State offices of vital statistics and of
the NOVS, thus making vital statistics less
useful rather than more useful;
effective leadership in natioml and inter-
national vital statistics will be sacrificed
due to the loss of technical skills and knowl-
edge in the NOVS;
the scope and detail of national vital sta-
tistics cannot be greater than those of the
participating State ranking lowest in these
respects;
the possible savings in cost are outweighed
by the disadvantages of the method;
the overlapping of State and Federal vital
statistics procedures, tabulations, and needs
is not great enough to mAke this method
possible without serious disadvantages to
both parties.
Abandon any further experimentation with the
punched-card method in the collection of mor-
tality statistics and, if the use of this method
to collect birth statistics is continued at all,
limit it to the few States where it can be shown
to be mutually advantageous and where it will
not adversely affect the scope, quality, con-
tinuity, and usefulness of national vital sta-
tistics.
Continue to cooperate with the States in studies
of ways to improve the division of labor in the
mtional vital statistics system. Changes in the






recommendations in its efforts to develop ade-
the basic requirements for national vital
statistics specified on page 231 of this re-
port;
safeguards for the continuity of operation;
opportunities to improve the final product
and to render maximum service.
The NOVS should observe the preceding
quate national statistics of marriages and divorces,
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while recognizing that existing conditions may not
permit immediate adoption of all procedures that
are now feasible in the case of births and deaths.
Specifically:
Similar actions are needed in the field of na-
tional divorce statistics. However, specific rec-
ommendations are deferred until a thorough study




The NOVS should work actively to establish a
Marriage Registration Area through imple-
mentation of the four criteria established for
admission to the area,3 and to extend it until
every State is included.
Methods of collecting marriage statistics should
be explored with a view to assuring complete
coverage of the United States, uniform data both
between and within States, comparability of time
series, and accuracy of information.
The NOVS should obtain copies of marriage rec -
orals from the States and local areas to be proc -
essed in the NOVS.
3Th~ Novs ~’~d the p“bli~ Health COnferen~e on
Records and Statistics have agreed that the Mar-
riage Registration Area will be comprised of those





Central record files for marriages in State
office containing items on Standard Record
of Marriage form.
Adoption of report form of marriage contain-
ing the items on the Standard Record of Mar-
riage form.
Reporting by all local areas regularly to
the State office.
Agreement between State office and National
Office of Vital Statistics on joint testing
of reporting for completeness and accuracy.
APPENDIX A
Consumer Views on National Vital Statistics
A consumer survey was conducted on the uses
made of national vital statistics and on their ade -
quacy. Questionnaires were mailed to 369 individ-
uals including (a) persons or agencies selected
from the membership lists of the American Sta-
tistical Association, the American Marketing As-
sociation, and the Population Association of Ameri-
ca; (b) actuaries; (c) State registrars of vital sta-
tistics; and (d) various Federal agencies concerned
with health and demography.
Opinions were solicited on the following ques-
tions:
1. The frequency with which the principal types
of vital statistics data are used.
2. How well the published NOVSstatistics meet
the consumer requirements in terms of content,
timeliness, accuracy, and frequency of publication.
3. Suggestions for reducing the quantity of
material published by the National Office of Vital
statistics.
The number of responses from the various
groups were as follows:
QQ!L Sent Returned4
Act&raries --------------------- 12 9
Economists ------------------- 96 56
Federal agencies ------------- 42 42
American Statistical
Association ----------------- 104 64
Population Association -------- 55 35
State registrars -------------- 60
m 4
q~ncludes 30 questionnaires returned uncom-
pleted; of theee, s indicated that the respondent
used vital statistics, and 22 that he “had made no
use of vital etatistice.
The persons or agencies to which question-
naires were sent were selected for their known
interest in order to secure informed opinion on the
sub ject. In general, the respondents appeared to
have given careful thought to the questions pre-
sented to them. Many of them seemed to have a
genuine appreciation of the problems involved in
the production of national vital statistics. Tabular
summaries of the responses to the various ques-
tionnaires are shown in tables A-1 through A-6 at
the end of this section.
Use of vital statistics
Mortality and mtality statistics (table A-1) are .
the data issued by the National Office of Vital Sta-
tistics which are used most frequently by the re-
spondents. Next in order of frequency of use are
the statistics on marriages snd notifiable diseases.
The consumers surveyed showed the least interest
in fetal death statistics and divorce statistics. This
generally corresponds to the requests for data re-
ceived by the NOVS. However, there are indica-
tions that if certain inadequacies could be corrected
in the data for notifiable diseases, marriages, di-
vorces, and fetal deaths, more use would be made
of them.
An overwhelming majority of the consumers
surveyed indicated use of statistics for the country
as a whole and for States (table A-2). Also, the
majority of respondents appear to have need for
all of the other geographic data listed. A number
of respondents stated that they were interested in
data only for a specific county or city.
Question I(c) together with question I(d) (tables
A-3 and A-5) was designed to determine the extent
of use of sources other than the NOVS for vital sta-
tistics data. k? may be expected, the meet frequent
users of publications of State and local agencies
were the State registrars of vital statistics. They
constituted one -half of the “fre~ent’1 users of
State and local publications. A comparison of ta-
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bles A-2 and A-3 with respect to all the people re-
porting the use of State data indicates that only
abcut one-quarter of them refer “frequently” to
State publications as the source, less than one-half
do so “occasionally, ~t and the remainder ‘‘prac -
tic ally never.” However, this may be due, in part,
to the composition of the list of persons and agen-
cies surveyed.
Of the secondary references, the Statistical
Abstract of the United States, published by the—.—— -------- .-—
Bureau of the Census, is most frequently used (ta-
ble A-5). This is followed by the United Nations
Demographic Yearbook and the World Almanac.
These yearbooks and the almanac are apparently
convenient references. Because of the nature
of yearbooks and almanacs, it is likely that ref -
erences to these secondary sources are more for
national figures than for State, city, and county data.
About one -half of the respondents stated that
they have requested unpublished data from the NOVS
(table A-4). A number of those that had not tried
to obtain unpublished data either were not aware of
the availability of unpublished data or stated that
they did not consider their needs important enough
to justify a special request.
Sco~e or detail of subject matter, timeliness,——. -——..
and accura~
Scope or detail of subject matter. —A large
proportion of respondents indicat=d–satisfaction
with the existing scope and detail of the published
data (table A-6). There were, however, a number
of unmet needs mentioned. Some of the more fre-
quently mentioned ones are as follows:
IiUxME W (a) interval since marriage, (b) in-
terval since last previous birth, (c) educational
attainment of one or both parents, (d) order of
birth by single years of mother’s age, and (e)
occupation of father.
Deaths by (a) occupation and (b) in more detail
, for local areas.
Fetal deaths by (a) late fetal deaths by cause
and (b) data on early fetal deaths.
Notifiable diseases by (a) age, sex, and other
personal characteristics; and (b) in greater
detail with respect to cause. There were a
number of suggestions that morbidity statistics
be extended to include disabling illnesses of
various kinds.
Marriages and divorces by characteristics
such as age, previous marital status, literacy
or level of education, occupation, et cetera.
The lack of complete geographic coverage was
mentioned frequently as a serious defect in
present statistics.
Timeliness .—The dissatisfaction expressed
most frequently and most strongly concerning the
NOVS publications related to the lack of timeliness
of their issuance (table A-6). The release of un-
published data to those requesting them appears
to have softened the reactions on the part of some
of the respondents. Considerable understanding and
appreciation of the problems faced by the NOVS in
the early publication of data were evident. How-
ever, the general opinion was that the data would
be much more useful if issued on a more timely
schedule. It seems unlikely that any reasonable
current schedule of the NOVS operations would meet
some of the needs indicated.
Accuracy . —Most of the respondents did not
express any opinion concerning accuracy except to
indicate general satisfaction with the quality of data
(table A-6). The defects mentioned were those that
have been already recognized by the NOVS, niamely,
errors in residence allocation of births and deaths,
and accuracy of notifiable disease statistics.
Reduction in quanti ty of material publ.khed by
the National Office of Vital Statistics
There were relatively few suggestions for re-
ducing the quantity of data published. In most cases,
the respondents appeared satisfied with the data
now being published and questioned the desirability
of cutting out data. In instances, suggestions were
made to increase the volume of published data.
In a sense, the question on reducing the quan-
tity of material now published by the NOVS was a
difficult one to answer. The respondent is more
readily able to see the value of data in his specific
area of interest, but appears to have less appre-
c iation of other data.
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Table A-1, Question I(a): DO IOU refer to ths publtcations of the Natloflal (l ff[ce of V( tat Stat tst tcs foF znformat ton on btrths,
deaths, fetul deaths, morbidl ty, morrioges, and dlucrces?
SOMMARYOF B2PL12S

































































































































































































Table A-2. Question I(b): lb uou use the following geographic categories of data: Nat tonal, State, countu, Citu, cities grouped
bg size of populat ion, and urban-rural?
SUMMARYOF BSPLIXS
(N.S. = Not stated)




































.s. Yes No N.S. Yes
12 128 68 2C 147
4 19 l-l 42
2 2 7 5 23
2 14 12 6 19
1 20 12 2 26
2 15 12 3 15
1 33 12 3 35
1 2 4 2 3
3 24 9 7 26
—






26 8 - 30 4 -
4 16 9 5 21 5 4
4 29 17 2 31 ls 2
2 3 3 2 6 1 1
.3 20 u 9 23 98
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Table A-3. Question I(c): no uou refer to puol icat ions of State
und laeal a~etici~s as sourcw for uital statistics riata?
SOMWARYOF REPLIES
(F. . Frequently;O. . Occasionally;P.N. . Practicallynever;
N.S. . Not stated)
GROUP F. o. P.N. N.S.
TOTAL----------------------- 50 95 76 3
AmericanStatisticalAesOciatiOn-- 16 26 21 1
Socialend medical--------------- 10 16 5 1
Other --------------------------- 6 10 16 -
PopulationAssociation------------ 5 17 12 -
Federal~encies------------------ 2 I.1 17 -
State registrars------------------ 25 18 ~ 1
Societyof Aclwnries-------------- 1 1 6 -
Economists------------------------ 3 22 14 1
Table A-4. Question I(e): ,%ZWyou ever tried to nhtgtn un,nub-
lished data from the Nattonal Office of Vital Statistics?
SWY OF RsPL03S



















Table A-5. Question I(d): Do you usv swondarg references (e. g., olmanacs, .uearbooks, encyclopedias) as soUrces for Ui tal Sta-
tistics data?
SUMM4RYOF REPLINS













F. 0. P.N. N.S. F.
17 35 2 ,- 12
5 10 - - 3
2 4 - - 1
3 6 2
4 6 i : 6
3 4 - - 2
2 7 - - 1
2 - - -
3 6 - - -
ED NATIoNS
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Table A-6. QuestionIk Are the &ta published bg the National office of Vital Statistics adequate for bwur uses in scope ar de-
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Society of Actuaries --- ---------------
ECon&~t*---------------------------
SWMARY OF NsPIms
(N.S. . Not eta+-ed)
BIRTSS DEAIHS FETAL DBAmS MoRSIOITY MAsslAGEs DIVORCES
(es No NOS. Yee No N.S. Yes No N.S. Yee NO N-s.
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Consumer Views on National Marriage Statistics
A survey was conducted of persons who might
be expected to use marriage statistics in their work.
The major purpose was to obtain information on
uses and needs for marriage statistics. The sur-
vey was directed to persons in four major areas of
activity: business, colleges or universities, private
research, and government. Information was ob-
tained from individuals representing widely diver-
gent groups and interests.
Major findings of survey
The major findings of the survey on marriage
statistics are:
1. More than four-fifths of all respondents
(84 percent) reported that they had used marriage
statistics in their work within the last year.
2. Respondents fell into 2 major groups em-
phasizing 2 distinct types of needs. Respondents
in business organizations stressed the need for
complete coverage of marriage and for data by age.
Respondents in research fields stressed needs for
data on characteristics of brides and grooms.
3. More than two-thirds of all users reported
that they used marriage statistics for estimating
the number of households; more than one-half, in
analyzing social trends; and two-fifths, in esti-
mating future markets for products.
4. Additonal marriage data for the United
States requested most frequently by users were:
(a) previous marital status of brides and grooms,
(b) age at marriage, and (c) various cross-clas-
sifications of characteristics of brides and grooms.
5. Comments on the national program fell into
broad categories the most important of which were:
(a) expressions of need for more data, (b) requests
for expanded coverage, and (c) statements of use-
fulness of present data.
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Description of survey
Mailing lists.. -Mailing lists totaling 539 names
were, for the most part, provided by members of
the Subcommittee on Utilization of Marriage Sta-
tistics. A few names were suggested by private
individuals who had received questionnaires. About
one -half of the persons on the mailing lists were
individuals in business organizations, mostly heads
of research departments or officers of the com-
pany. In general, the survey mailing list of busi-
ness users was limited to those in national organi-
zations. The important group of users of local
data in the business field were not included.
Questionnaire style. —The questionnaire was
designed insofar as possible to provide for a check
type of response.
Questionnaire tally .—The numbers of question-
naires mailed, returned, and not returned are as
follows:
Questionn~res mailed -----------’539
Questionnaires returned --------- 262
Ql]estionnaires tabulated-------- 256
Reporting use----------------- 214
Reporting nonuse ------------- 42
Questionnaires not tabulated --- 6
Questionnaires not returned -----277
Tabulated questiomaires represented 47.5 percent
of the total mailed, 51.4 percent were not returned,
and 1.1 percent were received too late to be in-
c luded in the final tables. It is possible that a high-
er response rate could have been achieved but no
followup was made of the nonrespondents. Further-
more, no information was obtained to indicate rea-
sons for failure to respond.
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Analysis of questionnaire returns
Of the 256 questionnaires tabulated, 84 percent
were from persons who had used marriage statis-
tics during the preceding year and 16 percent were
from nonusers. Summaries of the responses to
the questionnaires are shown in tables B-1 through
B-10 at the end of this section.
Types of users of marriage statistics. —Table
B-1 shows the users and nonusers of marriage sta-
tistics classified by type and size of organization
and title of the person answering the questionnaire.
Close to one-half of the 256 responses were from
persons in business organizations; one-third from
persons in colleges or.universities; a tenth, in gov-
ernment; an eighth, in private research; and 1 in
50 failed to indicate the type of organization.
Most of the respondents indicated they used
marriage statistics. This was true of 9 out of 10
respcmdente working in colleges, universities, and
in government; 8 out of 10 persons in business or-
ganizations; and 7 out of 10 in private research.
Two -thirds of the respondents in business organi-
zations and in private research were connected
with organizations employing 100 persons or more,
and 19 respondents were in organizations with fewer
than 100 employees.
The largest single group of responses (71) were
from “directors or managers of research depart-
ments” of whom 4 out of 5 reported that they used
marriage statistics in their work. The next largest
group (54) represented professors in educational
institutions of whom 96 percent were users. Nearly
all economists were users, as were most statisti-
cians, and a majority of the persons classified as
‘‘officer of compariy.t’
Of the 42 respondents who were nonusers of
marriage statistics, 15 were “directors or man-
agers of research departments.” The remaining
27 nonusers were scattered among the other cate-
gories listed under “position of respondent” in
table B-1,
Specific uses of marri&ge statistics. —These
cover a wide range as indicated in table B-2. Many
of the 214 users indicated more than one use of the
data. Estimating the number of households was the
use repmted by the largest number of users; and
this was followed by use of marriage statistics in
analyzing social trends. Third, and including two-
fifths of the users, was the use of marriage sta-
tistics to estimate future markets for products.
One-fourth of the users utilized the data for teach-
ing materials, lectures, sociological research, and
miscellaneous purpaes. Other specific uses of
marriage statistics include: estimating future
school needs, determining needs for public utilities,
actuarial studies. and analvzing insurance costs., .
Potential uses of marriage statistics. -Users
of marriage statistics were asked what uses they
would make of statistics on marriages, assuming
that all data needed were available. Uses listed by
the 214 respondents are given in table B-3 clas-
sified by type of use and by type of organization
with which the respondent was affiliated.
The two largest groups of users indicated two
widely divergent groups of uses. Of the individuals
in business organizations, 38 indicated that the data
would be used in making housing estimates, and 35,
in market analysis which includes estimating for
merchandising of household appliances and home
furnishings, and sales promotional plans. Of the
individuals working in colleges or universities,
31 listed uses of the data for materials for teach-
ing and lectures, 29 mentioned sociological re-
search, and 21, demographic research. Possible
uses were also listed by persons in government
and in private research.
Degree of usefulness of published tables of
marriage statistics. —Respondents were asked to
check 1 of 3 degrees of usefulness (very useful,
moderately useful, not useful) for each of the prin-
cipal tables on marriages published in the reperts
of the National Office of Vital Statistics (tables B-4
and B-5). A large number of respondents answered
this question in part, indicating the degree of use-
fulness of some tables and leaving others blank.
These omissions were classified as “not stated:’
All of the tables listed in this question were
checked as very useful by some of the respondents.
Four out of 5 persons checked as very useful an-
nual totals of marriages in the United States; and
3 out of 5 placed in this category data available for
some States on marriages by age, race, and sex,
and on marriages by previous marital status and
sex. About one -half indicated as very useful tables
published annually on marriages by State; mar-
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riages by number of previous marriages, age, and
sex; and marriages cross -tabulated by age of bride
and groom. Also indicated as very useful were
monthly data on marriages for the United States
by 3 out of 5 respondents and cm marriages or mar-
riage licenses by State and marriage licenses in
major city areas by 1 out of 3 respondents. All of
the published tables were found moderately useful
by some users. Monthly data on marriages or mar-
riage licenses by State were reported moderately
useful by close to one-half of those who checked
this table. The remaining tables listed were found
moderately useful by one-fifth to two-fifths of the
persons who checked the degree of usefulness. A
negligible number (less than 1 percent) checked the
annual total of marriages in the United States as
not useful. Annual data on marriages by county and
monthly data on marriage licenses in major city
areas were found not useful by about one-third of the
persons who checked these tables. The remaining
tables were checked as not useful by one-fifth of
the respondents or less.
Type of national data on marriages requested
by respondents. —In response to the question of
what useful information on characteristics of brides
and grooms should be collected for the United States,
many suggestions were received. Table B-6 shows
these suggestions by type of user making them.
The data most frequently requested by all types of
users —business, private research, college or uni-
versity, government-were cross -tabulations of
various characteristics of brides and grooms, as
follows :
(1) Age by previous marital status.
(2) Race of bride by race of groom.
(3) Age of bride by age of groom.
(4) Previous marital status by age and race.
(5) Previous marital status of bride by pre-
vious marital status of groom.
Other requests for cross -tabulated data include
religion, occupation, and education tabulated with
various factors such as age, race, previous marital
status, and residence. The most frequently re-
quested single items of data for’ the United States
were for mtional data on marital status and age
at marriage. A large number of requests were
also received for data on occupation or industry
of brides and grooms, their education, and m-
religiousdenomination.
The categories listed under “single items”
also include a few requests for related data. These






Income: savings at marriage and financial
status of couple.
Marital status: year of last marriage,
length of time since dissolution of last
marriage, and number of times widowed
or divorced.
Nationality: nativity, national cultural
group, place of birth, and ethnic origin.
Religious denomination type of ceremony
and degree of agreement on religion.
Residence: urban, rural-farm, and rural-
nonfarm residence, census tracts, and
size of place.
Frequency of publication. -Respondents were
asked to indicate their preferences for frequency
of publication of data on number of marriages. An-
nual publication was the first preference of the
largest number of respondents (table B-7). Monthly
publication was the second choice of close to one-
half of the respondents, and weekly publication, the
third choice. Quarterly and semiannual publica-
tions were preferred by a few persons, either as
first or as second choice.
Geographic categories. —Respondents were
askeu to number, in order of importance, their
needs for data on marriages by various ‘geographic
categories. Table B-8 shows for each of the areas
the choices of the respondents and the medians of
these choices. Data for the entire United States
was the first choice of three-fourths of all persons
who indicated a geographic preference. Data by
State was the second choice of slightly less than
one -half of the respondents. Other data by order cd
choice were data by region, county, standard met-
ropolitan area, and major city areas.
Advance release of monthly data. —Respondent’.
were asked to state whether it was importmt for
them to receive monthly data on marriages 2 weeks
prior to their publication in the Monthly Vital
Statistics Report. More than four-fifths of the
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respondents to this question (172 out of 202) indi-
cated that they did not need an advance release.
Table B-9 shows both the distribution by @e of
organization of the 30 respmdents who indicated
that an advance releas~ was important to them, and
the distribution of those who indicated no need for
an advance release.
Comments on the national program of marriage
statistics , -Respondents were asked to make com-
ments or observations on the national program of
marriage statistics. Table B-10 shows these com-
ments classified under broad categories and by
type of organization with which the respondent is
affiliated. They emphasize three points: (a) pres-
ent available statistics are useful, (b) complete ge-
ographic coverage is needed, and (c) more detailed
information on characteristics is needed.
Table B-1, RESPONDENTS REPORTING USE OR NON ISE OF MARRIAGE STATISTICS, BY TYPE
AND SIZE OF ORGANIZATION, AND 3 SITION OF RESPONDENT
TYPN AND SIZE OF ORGANIZATION
















































































































































Table B-2. SPECIFIC USES OF
STATISTICS-SPECIAL
MARRIAGE STATISTICS AS IJSTED BY 214 RESPONDENTS
TYPE OF USE
Estimating number of households-------------------------------------------------
Analysis of social trends--------------------------------------------------------
Estimating future markets for products------------------------------------------
Estimating f’utureschool needs--------------------------------------------------
De%emining needs for public utilities------------------------------------------
Other---------------------------------------------------------------------------
University teaching and lect~~es----------------------------------------------
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Table B-4. DEGREE OF USEFULNESS OF MARRIAGE STATISTICS PUBLISHED BY THE NATION-







FY.r6tmartiagesand remafiegesby age,race,end sex----
Mard.egesby age,previousmaritalstatus,and sex-------
Mwrlages by age,numberof previousmarriages,and sex--
AM. marriagesby age of brideby age of groom------------
llrstuwzlages by age of brideby age of groom----------
Montlilydt+z:
Totalmawieges in tie UnitedStates---------------------
Mwriages Q. rtiegelicensesby State------------------


































































Table B-5, PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF DEGREE OF USEFULNESS OF MARRIAGE STATISTICS
PUBLISHED BY THE NATIONAL OFFICE OF VITAL STATISTICS, AS REPORTED BY RE -
SPONDENTS







Firstmarriagesand remarriagesby age,race,and sex---------
Msrriagesby age,previousmaritalstatus,and sex------------
Msrrlagesby age,numberof previousmwriages, and sex-------
AIL marriagesby age of brideby age of groom-----------------
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TableB-7. RECOMMENDED FREQUENCYOF PUBLICATIONOF MARRIAGE STATISTICS BY
ORDEROF RESPONDENTS’ PREFERENCE
FREQUENCYOFPUBLICATION Total First Second Tllira Not
choice choice choice stated













TableB-8. RECOMMENDED GEOGRAPHIC CATEGORIES FOR PUBLICATION OF MARRIAGE STA-
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Table B-9. RESPONDENTS UWING NEED FOR ADVANCE
NEEDS 255
RELEASE OF MONTHLY DATA ON















Table B-IO. COMMENTS OF RESIWNDENTSON NATIONAL PROGRAM OF
TICS, BY TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
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I Total,
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APPENDIX C
Survey of Methods of Producing National Vital Statistics
Methods of producing national vital statistics
Three such methods were considered by the
Committefx
1. Transcript method. This involves the com-
plete processing by the NOVS of data on copies of
individual records received from State vital statis-
tics offices. Recently the use of microfilm has
superseded handwritten individual transcripts in
all but 5 States, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.
In this report, the term t?transcript method” ap-
plies to both the use of handwritten transcripts and
microfilm copies. The transcript method has been
in use in the United States for more than 50 years.
2. Punched-card method. The coding of data
and card punching is done in the State vital statis-
tics offices; copies of punched cards are sent to
the NOVS for verification and tabulation. Verifica-
tion is effected by comparison with transcripts or
microfilm copies of the original vital records which
also are sent to the NOVS by the States, This pro-
cedure was introduced experimentally in 1951. In
1955, 18 State and independent registration areas
participated in the State-produced birth punched-
card program, and two States in the State-produced
death punched-card program.
3. Pretabulation method. Experience with
the application of this method in the processing of
birth and death records is not available, since no
State has yet submitted pretabulated data. The
NOVS has been receiving pretabulated statistics of
marriages and divorces for years and comments
on this experience are presented later,
The pretabulation method would involve stnl
further decentralization of the production of na-
tional birth and death statistics. The State vital
statistics offices would furnish the NOVS with pre-
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tabulated data and/or summary punched cards.
From these, the NOVS would prepare natioml tab-
ulations. If the States were to furnish pretabulated
data in tabular form, the NOVS would prepare
punched cards from them in order to make national
tabulations and tables for publication most effi-
ciently. By this method, the NOVS would not have
available either copies of the individual records or
the detailed punched cards from which the pretab-
ulated data were prepared,
These three methods of producing national vi-
tal statistics will be evaluated primarily, but not
exclusively, with reference to the preparation of
national birth statistics, since no comprehensive
experience in the use of the punched-card method
for the compilation of national mortality statistics
is available, The problems in processing death
statistics are more complex than those of birth
statistics; hence, any negative conclusions con-
cerning the birth punched-card program will apply
at least equally to a punched-card program for
deaths. There is no experience in the use of State-
prepared punched-cards for production of national
statistics of marriages or divorces. However, the
processing problems are comparable in complexity
to those for births.
The proposals for the alternative methods of
producing national birth and death statistics arose
from the view that considerable duplication of ef-
fort in processing and tabulating data existed be-
tween the NOVSand the State vital statistics offices.
It was further believed that the total national ex-
penditure for the production of vital statistics could
be reduced materially if the processing that the
States do for their own purposes could be modified
so as to simultaneously produce the data required
for the natioml vital statistics program.
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The problem of duplication
The problem of duplication is often oversim-
plified. Careful examination is needed to ascertain
whether the duplication is apparent or real, and
also whether any existent duplication is unneces-
sary or undesirable. While some’ aspects of State
and Federal needs overlap, the complete elimi-
nation of all duplication which may now exist may
actually increase the total cost and even result in
a loss in efficiency if both State and Federal needs
are to be met satisfactorily.
Studies of duplication .—Two comparative stud-
ies have been made of the birth and death statistics
in State publications. The purpose of the f irst study
was to determine the number of States which pub-
lished each of 14 selected basic tables for births
and deaths. The study was conducted in 1947 by a
committee of the Conference on Vital Records and
Vital Statistics under the chairmanship of Dr. Joseph
V. De Porte, Director of Statistical Services and
Research, New York State Department of Health,
and was based primarily on State reports for the
years 1940 to 1945.
The Committee headed by Dr. DePorte con-
CIuded, inter alia, “We feel, in general, that nation-
al statistics should be compiled by the NOVS for
the whole United States. Secondly, we feel that the
NOVS should compile and publish tables of basic
figures for States for comparative purposes. There
are certain deviations in every State and we cannot
compare figures compiled by one State with those
of another. Thirdly, we feel that States should com-
pile and publish their own local statistics . . . . ‘‘
The second study, made by the NOVS in 1954,
analyzed in detail the birth and death statistics
published by 42 State offices and the District of
Columbia. Most of the reports considered related
to years from 1950 to 1952. The results of this
study, presented in tables C-1 and C-2 at the end
of this section, are not directly comparable with
those of the first study; however, the general pic-
ture is similar.
Of 18 basic birth topics in table C-1, no State
publication contained more thsn one-half and only
14 States published data on as many as one-third.
For mortality, 2 States published statistics on 11
of the 16 topics in table C-2 but the published re-
ports of only 9 States contained more than one-half
of these topics. .
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The most common birth classification, se-
was found in the reports of 29 of the 42 States; data
on month of birth, and city and county of birth were
published by 25. Statistics about other basic topics
were published by still fewer States, that is, age of
mother by only 12 and birth order by only 6. Corr-
esponding variations existed for the specific mor-
tality topics. Only 35 States published statistics
for cause of death for counties and cities and only
28 States published tix?m by age. ‘13velve States
published the number of deaths by month.
The two comparisons show that most of the
statistics published by NOVS are not duplicated by
those published by the States.
Qualifications to these studies. —Both studies
were focused on the extent of similarity of the top-
ics covered in State publications. Although no study
was made of the similarity between the tabulations
prepared by the States and those of the NOVS, the
detail and scope of the latter undoubtedly exceed
by far those of any State.
The summary data presented in tables C-1 and
C-2 exaggerate any apparent duplication. For ex-
ample, table C-2 indicates that 35 States published
data by cause of death for cities and counties. How-
ever, the number of causes given by the States for
this tabulation ranged from 6 to 185. Similarly,
any of the items shown in tables C-1 and C-2 may
be presented in a varieiy of classifications based
on different editing or coding procedures. In par-
ticular, there are rather wide differences in com-
mon items such as the geographic code and clas-
sification, and the causeof-death classification.
In general, tables C-1 and C-2 lead to the con-
clusion that the needs of individual States for pub-
lished data vary over a wide range and that wide-
spread systematic duplication behveen the tables
published by the States and those published by the
NOVS does not exist.
Processing practices. —Another source of pos-
sible duplication may be found in some of the pre-
liminary steps, for example, coding and punching.
A thorough survey of the latter would entaila study
of the editing, coding, and punching procedures of
each State. Although such a survey has not been
made, some evidence is provided in the responses
to a letter from the NOVS to the States concerning
uniform codes and procedures. For each inquired
item regarding births, a number of States differed
from the NOVS in their codes or coding rules to
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such an extent that further discussion was required
for reconciliation. The items for the 31 States that




Geographic code --- 15
sex ---------------- 5
Month of birth ----- 6
Race --------------- 10
Age of father ------- 3
Age of mother ----- 3
Nativity of mother - 12
Number of children 12
Attendant ---------- 7
Length of pregnancy 3
Birth weight ------- 8
Legitimacy -------- 12
Plural births ------ 8
Other States also had
differences but indi-




This includes 1 State
without this item.
This includes 7 States
without this item.
None of these States
had the item in the
same form as NOVS.
.
This includes 1 State
without this item.
This includes 3 States
without this item.
None of these States
had &is item in same
form as NOVS.
The foregoing evidence, though not conclusive, in-
dicates wide differences in State and Federal prac-
tices.
On the other hand, the 18areas participating in
the experimental punched-card program for births
in 1955 have brought their procedures into essential
conformity with those of the NOVS. If the existing
variation among the remaining States reflects valid
differences based upon individual needs, then it is
not desirable for States to change their procedures
so that they will conform with those of the NOVS.
h fact, a few States already have decided not to
make the chsnges required for the punched-card
program. The Committee did not conduct any in-
quiry among the remaining States with regard to
the desirability of conformity.
Conclusion regarding duplication. —At the pres-
ent time, overlapping in State and Federal vital
statistics procedures and tabulations is not great
enough to m&e such apparent “duplication” a ma-
jor or controlling factor in planning the program
of the NOVS.
The transcript method
For more than 50 years, the compilation of na-
tional statistics has been based on copies of each
@ividual vital record sent to the NOVS (or its
predecessor, the Division of Vital Statistics in the
Bureau of the Census) by the separate States or
registration cities. This method may be evaluated
from the viewpoint of the basic requirements for
national vital statistics (specified on page 231 of this
report), efficiency of administration, and cost.
Meeting the basic requirements for national
vital statistics. —By central processing of tran-
scripts or microfilm copies of individual records,
national tabulations can be prepared more easily
according to uniform classifications and rules than
by either the punched-card or the pretabulation
method. Central processing also makes it possible
to measure inexpensively the degrees of complete-
ness and accuracy achieved in producing the sta-
tistical end-results. The knowledge thus acquired
provides the background for the NOVS to explain
and interpret the statistics it publishes. Such ex-
planations and interpretations should be incorpo -
rated in the publication of national vital statistics.
The availability of copies of the basic records en-
ables the NOVS to cross-classify its tabulations in
sufficient detail to meet not only administrative
requirements, but also the interests of research.
Central processing has the further advantage of
f legibility and adaptability to meet unanticipated
needs.
Efficiency of administration. —Compared to
the punched-card and pretabulation methods, the
use of transcripts places the minimum burden upon
the 56 State and city vital statistics offices for the
production of national vital statistics. With the
transcript method, the timetable for compiling na-
tional vital statistics depends mainly upm the re -
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sponsible national agency, provided that the tran-
scripts are received when due. It is subject in a
lesser degree to the varying timetables of 56 State
and city off ices, to their varying degrees of ef -
ficiency and accuracy, and to their administrative
vicissitudes. In particular, except when changes
are required on the original record, it is not nec-
essary to enter into, extensive negotiation with tie
56 vital statistics offices preliminary to making
changes in the national vital statistics program in
order to meet new needs. By fixing at a singie
point the res~nsibility for producing adequate and
timely national vital statistics, the possibility of a
serious interruption or breakdown of the system is
mintmized,
C-. —Considered as a data processing pro-
cedure, the transcript method is inexpensive and
efficient. At present, the rate of payment to the
States for individual copies of vital events is 3 cents
per record. This is somewhat more than the unit
cost of making a microfiim transcript. The unit
cost for processing the record, which includes cod-
ing, punching, verification, correction, ad super-
vision (all stages up to tabulation) is about 3 cents.
Thus, the total cost of getting the birth record ready
for tabulation is a fraction under 6 cents per record.
The low costs are made possible by the large vol-
ume of records (about 4,000,000 annuaily) processed
in a continuous and efficient operation. The volume
is sufficient to require the fuil-time attention of
specialized clerks, continuous and expert super-
vision, and the development of exact production
records and controls.
The punched-card method
The experimental plan initiated in 1951 for
births involved not only the preparation of punched
cards by the State vital statistics offices for the
use of the NOVS, but also the shipment to the NOVS
of microfilm copies of ail records from which the
cards were punched. By this arrangement, the
NOVS was able to verify the results of the State
operations of coding, punching, and reproducing the
cards, and also to make any necessary corrections.
C&-Cost estimates of the punched-card
method should not be related to the total cost to the
States for the preparation of the punched cards but
only to the extra cost to the States preparing punched
cards as required by the NOVS. This includes the
cost of coding and punching items required by the
NOVS which a State does not need for its own use
as well as the cost of reproducing the punched cards
for the NOVS. Counterbalancing these extra costs
to the States, are the savings to the NOVS in coding
the data and punching the cards, together with su-
pervising these actual operations.
As yet, the NOVS has not reimbursed all of
the States that have submitted punched cards. Es-
timates of the extra cost vary widely. The Sub-
committee on Compensation to States for Copies
of Vital Statistics Data of the Association of State
and Territorial Health Officers recommended that
States be reimbursed for punched cards at the rate
of $7.5o per 1,000 cards. To this must be added
the cost of the card stock, shipping charges, veri-
fication, correction of errors, and the field znd ad-
ministrative work necessary to maintain the sys-
tem. The best estimate available to this Subcom-
mittee on these extra costs is about $17.00 per
1,000. The estimated total cost to the NOVS for
punched cards prepared by the States would be
about $24.50 per 1,000 compared to about $31.00
per 1,000 punched cards prepared by the NOVS.
In 1954 the punched cards furnished the NOVS by
the States represented slightly less than one-fourth
of the total birth records filed in the United States.
Assuming that the number of State -prepared punched
cards couid be increased to 1,000,000, the esti-
mated annual savings to the NOVS would be about
$6,500 during the years when all births are tabu-
lated. The estimated annual savings would be cut
approximately one -half for the years when the 50-
percent sample of births is tabuiated.
Advantages .—The decentralized punched-card
method may raise the general level of quality of
statistics produced by the State vital statistics of-
fices. Each State preparing to enter the punched-
card program necessarily must make a careful,
detailed review of procedures in order to deter-
mine if they conform to the requirements of the
NOVS. At present, many States do not have written
detaiied procedures. Participation in the program
may result, as some States have already found, iR
more efficient processing procedures. However,
this increase in efficiency is a by-product that can
be secured in other ways. Another advantage is
the improved consistency and comparability re-
sulting from the continuous process of verification
of the State punched cards by the NOW.
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Disadvantages to the States. —The national re-
quirements for data place the individual State vital
statistics offices in a “strait - jacket” in terms of
the classifications used and, in certain instances,
in terms of the scope of what a State can do in its
own program. Indeed, some States have declined to
enter the plan for this reason. It is already clear
that the uniform geographic code developed under
the “minimum core” program has increased the
cost of coding and tabulation to both the NOVS and
the States. In order to accommodate the needs of
both, a 7-digit geographic code is required. This
is one digit more than is needed by the NOVS for
its national tabulations; and 3 or 4 digits more than
is usuaily needed by the States for their own pur-
poses. Moreover, the national system of allocation
of geographic residence requires each State to
classify nonresident events according to the de-
tailed geographic subdivisions of other States with
which it is not familiar and in which it has no in-
terest. Another example of the rigidity of the sys-
tem arises when a State is using its punched card
to full capacity for its own program. Such a State
has the alternative of not accommodating fully its
own program needs or of preparing a second punched
card. A second punched card may be advantageous
but the total cost obviously is not reduced.
Disadvantages to the production of national
vital statistics .—The punched-card method has the
following defects insofar as the production of high
quality national vital statistics is concerned.
a. It is relatively inflexible. At no time has
the NOVS ever completely tabuiated all of
the information entered on the original birth
and death records or even all of the coded
information on punched cards. The maxi-
mum utilization of the available data can
be obtained most efficiently by a cyclical
tabulation plan whereby certain items are
coded and tabulated annually while other
items are coded and tabuiated at periodic
intervals. In addition, demands for pre-
viously uncoded or untabulated data arise
as new health programs are developed, and
more socioeconomic problems require
study. To introduce changes in coding spec-
ifications, especially those requiring modi-
fication of or additional columns on the
punched card, would be regarded as im-
practicable by many States. Changes in
coding specifications often would require
the training of coders in all States. In view
b.
c.
of the difficulties in making a change, it is
almost inevitable that the list of items coded
as well as the details of the codes would
shrink to the minimum level acceptable to
all States cooperating in the program. For
example, it is inconceivable that the cur-
rent study of occupational and social class
mortality now being made by the NOVS could
have been undertaken if it had been neces-
sary to depend upon the States to code and
punch the data.
TheYe is no way of ensuring that a State
may not suddenly withdraw from the plan.
A State may find it impossible or undesir-
able from its point of view to continue the
preparation of punched cards for national
tabulations. Since the staffing and training
of the processing unit of the NOVS are tied
to a budget prepared more than a year in
advamce, the withdrawal of a State would
impose an additional workload for which
the NOVS would be unprepared either with
respect to budget or, more serious, wtth
respect to trained personnel.
Loss of leadership. The continued high
standing of the national vital statistics sys -
tern in the United States depends on the
quality of leadership and technical skills
provided by the NOVS. A complete con-
version to the State-produced punched-card
system would result in a loss of direct con-
tact with the original data and the loss of
coding knowledge and skills. The NOVS
wouid have less control over the scope of
the national program for it could not intro-
duce any changes beyond those acceptable
to all cooperating States, many of which
might have no interest in the information
desired.
Modifications of punched-card methods. —Jn
reviewing costs, the Advisory Committee on Vital
Statistics Methods5 noted that so long as the NOVS
purchased microfilm copies of all records for veri-
fication purposes, iittle or no savings would result
from the punched-card method. A significant re-
duction in total cost would be possible only if the
5This committee, composed of State office rep-
resentatives, was appointed by the NOVS in 1951 to
assist in the study of methods by which the States
and the NOVS might cooperate more efficiently in
the production of national vital statistics.
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verification of State punched cards were on a sam-
ple basis. Two methods of sample verification
have been proposed, one based on certificates for
a fixed 3-month period and the other on a 10-per-
cent random sample of certificates.
A substantial reduction in cost undoubtedly
would result from verification on a sample basis.
However, this proposal provides only for meas-
urement of error. Sample measurement of error
without specific provision for replacement of in-
correct cards in the rejected lots is not quality con-
trol, Provision for such replacement then becomes
a matter of negotiation with the States. Therefore,
any sampling scheme of verification, such as the
proposed 3-month sample or 10-percent random
sample, cannot yield a product of comparable quality
to that derived by the centralized microfilm proc -
essing method or by a decentralized punched-card
method with access to all the individual records.
Copies of the original vital records are im-
portant to the NOVS for many purposes. Among
these are special investigations of relatively rare
diseases. An example is furnished by the uses
being made and to be made of. death certificates by
the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and
Blindness to help estimate the prevalence of the
many disabling neurolo~ical and sensory disorders
such as multiple sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis, and cerebral palsy; it is expected that
natality information will be used in a proposed study
of mental retardation that may develop during preg-
nancy or at birth. The National Cater Institute is
using copies of original death certificates in a study
currently in progress with the Railroad Retirement
Board and the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen
to trace cancer mortality among groups of workers
in covered industries. The copies of the original
death certificates in the NOVS are being used in
another study by the National Cancer Institute based
upon a suggestion that Mexican women may have
higher death rates from cancer of the lung than
other white women. The basic records in the NOVS
have provided, in addition, detailed information for
studies of selected types of accidents, poisonings,
and deaths from new drugs; the last is of consider-
able interest to the Food and Drug Administration.
The original records have also been used for a
special study of the cause-of-death classification
system and will be used for a study of multiple
causes of death. The National Heart Institute is
interested in the latter in connection with its stud-
ies of cardiovascular disease.
From these examples, it is evident that the
central collection of copies of individual vital rec -
orals can significantly assist medical and public
health investigations. The cost of maintaining such
a file in the NOVS is small compared with the. health
needs served and the. investment in those needs.
Opportunity for wide variety of detailed studies from
individual punched cards and copies of original rec -
o rds has given the NOVS a knowledge of coding and
tabulation problems to which is largely due its
present influence in promoting improved vital sta-
tistics, both nationally and internationally.
Conclusions regarding the punched-card meth-
0>. —Although the punched-card method was started
in 1951, the Committee has been unable to obtain
reliable figures, based upon broad experience, from
which it could determine whether or not a signifi-
cant decrease in the cost of preparing national birth
statistics has resulted. Based upon the rate of
reimbursement recommended by the Subcommittee
of the Association of State and Territorial Health
Officers, the estimated annual savings might be
$6,500 as the program is now operated. This sum
would be considerably larger if verification were
limited to a 10-percent sample and no provision
were made for the correction of errors. This po-
tential saving would be false economy since the
value and efficiency of national vital statistics would
be impaired if the NOVS did not receive a copy of
the original vital record and if complete quality
control were abandoned.
H cost is to be the decisive factor in determin-
ing the method of preparing national vital statistics,
then consideration should be given to the centrali-
zation in the NOVS of the editing, coding, punching,
and tabulation of all vital records for both State
and Federal uses. The utilization of modern, high-
speed electronic equipment made economical by a
centralized operation in combination with the ad-
vantages of mass production almost certainly would
yield more extensive and detailed statistics for
both the States and the NOVS at a substantially
smaller total cost than the decentralized production
of punched cards by the States.
Although cost is important, the differences in
the amounts of money involved by the adoption of
alternative methods are not large enough to be de-
cisive. The decisive factor is the effect of alter-
native methods upon the scope, qwW~ cont~uity~
and usefulness of mtional and State vital statis-
tics. The Committee has noted a number of seri-
ous disadvantages of the punched-card “method when
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judged by this criteriow disadvantages that far out-
weigh monetary considerations. It has been unable
to discover any advantages that cannot be realized
by methods that are free from the defects of the
punched-card program,
The Committee can foresee no way to obviate
the defects of the punched-card method in the pro-
curement of mortality statistics. The decision is
not so clear cut with respect to birth statistics.
The preparation of birth punched cards is largely
a keypunch code operation. The advantages of a
cyclical program of processing are not so great.
The Committee recognizes that it may be possible
for the NOVS ta work out a mutually advantageous
punched-card program with a fewState or city vital
statistics offices. If undertaken, this should be
done on aw individual basis anti only after appro-
priate safeguards against the disadvantages noted
above. The Committee sees no possibility of ex-
tending this program to include all State and city
vital statistics offices without jeopardizing the
scope, quality, and usefulness of national vital sta-
tistics.
There has been no experience with the use of
prepunched cards for marriages and divorces.
However, the statistical processing problems for
these subjects are similar to those for births.
The pretskndation method
In addition to the essentials of the pretabulated
method, as described earlier, there is the require-
ment that each State, conforming to nationwide uni-
form specifications,, edit snd code the individual
vital records and punch a card with standard items.
The experience of every developed country of the
world indicates that national vital statistics have
been prepared effectively only when the responsible
central off ice, or the branch offices under its direct
administrative control, work from an individual
record for each event.
Where the subnational offices are not admin-
istratively dependent upon the national office, and
the national office is dependent on pretabulated
data, the available national statistics are highly
deficient, and characterized by a paucity of cross-
classifications, irregularity of publication, and a
rigidity of types of information available.
The pretabulation method will be considered
from the point of view of the basic requirements
for national vital statistics specified on page 231 of
this report, efficiency of administration, and cost.
Meeting the basic requirements for national
vital statistics. —The adventages and disadvantages
of the punched-card method previously mentioned
are equally applicable to the pretabulation method,
Only the additional disadvantages of the latter meth-




The pretabulation method is even more in-
flexible than thepunched-card system. Since
the tabulations would be pre~red for na-
tional purposes, they would not meet the di-
rect operating needs of the States and hence
would represent extra, unproductive work.
The tendency to reduce the tabulations to a
minimum rigid list would be difficult to
overcome.
The NOVS would lose control of the quality
of national vital statistics. Without access
either to original records or to individual
punched cards, the NOVS would have no
means of ascertaining andl controlling the
accuracy of the pretabulated data, More-
over, since the States could not directly
use much of the data for their own needs
there would be little incentive for them to
spend much time and effort in maintaining
a system of quality control,
National vital statistics would become less
useful rather than more useful. It is im-
possible to foresee all of the useful pur-
poses which national vital statistics may
serve and to devise a tabulation program
to provide the desired information. Con-
sequently, the NOVS continually uses the
individual punched cards to answer requests
for information not provided by the regu-
lar annual tabulations from other Federal
agencies, the Congress, and other public
and private organizations and individuals,
The retabulation of mortality punched cards
for 1949-51 now under way is an example of
this use. The last Congress authorized the
Public Health Service to undertake studies
of the health hazards of air pollution. As
one part of this program, the individual
punched cards for 1949-51 are being retab-
ulated in order to obtain mortality data for
residents of the central part of large met-
ropolitan areas, for residents of the adja-
cent densely populated areas, and for resi-
dents of nonmetropolitan areas. The tabu-
lation is also being done in a manner to
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permit the analysis of geographic varia-
tions of mortality and of variations between
various economic regions of the United
States. Studies of this nature could not be
done if the NOVS did not have individual
punched cards available. This is only one
of many special studies requiring the use
of individual punched cards that have been
carried out. Requests for such studies will
continue to be received with the expansion
of research into health problems.
d. Some of the defects of the pretabulation
method are exemplified by the u~e of this
method to collect statistics of marriage and
divorce. The method was adopted by the
NOVS in order to start the development of
national data concerning marriage and di-
vorce. So far, however, no consistent body
of data is available either for a specified
group of States or for the United States as a
whole. There is no uniformity of definitions,
of classification of items tabulated, nor of
amount of detail tabulated; and the number
of States for which data can be published
varies from item to item, Although the data
made available by the pretabulation method
are better than no data at all, this is not an
appropriate standard for judging the national
vital statistics of the United States. With
respect to marriage and divorce statistics,
the United States ranks among the less de-
veloped nations of the world.
Efficiency of administration. -The pretabu-
lation method is administratively cumbersome.
The timeliness of the national tabulations would
depend entirely upon the timetable of the slow-
est State. If, for any reason, a State should wish to
wtthdraw, the NOVS could not easily reinstate the
prior system since it would have lost its budget,
personnel, and administrative machinery. When
modification in the pretabulation method is necess-
itated by new needs, the NOVS would be required
to enter into time-consuming negotiations with 56
vital statistics off ices.
~. —The individual States would incur a
very large increase in cost since none edits, codes,
punches, and tabulates for its own needs in the de-
tail required for national purposes. Each State
would be required to make tabulations or to prepare
summary punched cards not only for all vital events
within the State, but it also would be required to re-
peat this procedure for the vital events among non-
residents, preparing summary cards for each State
of residence separately, This additional detailwould
be needed by the NOVS since its publications pre-
sent State data on the basis of place of residence..
At present, the allocation of vital events to place of
residence is made by the NOVS.
Since pretabulation for national vital statistics
would entail a large increase in cost to the individ-
ual States over their own requirements, they un -
doubtedly wou?d expect to be reimbursed by the
NOVS. On the other hsnd, the NOVS would bear the
cost of consolidating the tabulations or summary
punched cards of the 56 vital statistics offices. If
any of these offices should send its data in tabulated
form, then the NOVS would almost certainly prepare
summary punched cards from them. Thus, if there
were savings in cost to the NOVS by pretabulation,
they would be offset by the reimbursement it would
have to make to the States.
Conclusions concerning pretabulation. —The.—
pretabulation method has disadvantages of its own
as well as those inherent in the punched-card method.
Although precise cost data are not available, it is
clear that pretabulation would add to th~ costs of
State operations without a compensatory decrease
in the costs to the NOVS. National studies based on
information obtainable only from copies of the in-
dividual records or from individual punched cards
would be impossible. The available national vital
statistics would shrink to those provided by a mini-
mum rigid list of tabulations. This method should
not be considered further by the NOVS.
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APPENDIx D
Technical Services to States
The primary authorized function of the National
Office of Vital Statistics is the collection of copies
of vital records from the States and the production
from these records of national vital statistics meet-
ing national requirements. In consequence, first
priority in the NOVS program for providing techni-
cal assistance to the States should be given to activ-
ities related to this function. More specifically,
emphasis should be laid on projects which
1. Improve the quality of original data both in
completeness and in content.
2. Keep the basic information collected in
line with that required in the national interest.
3. Decrease the time lag between the event
and the publication of reports.
4. Increhse the utility of national vital statis-
tics,
In carrying out these, technical assis~nce
should concentrate heavily on the problems of data
improvement and analysis. At the same time, the
assistance program could very well touch only
lightly on the operations aspects of records man-
agement as they relate to legal amendments and
other aspects of the registration office that are
largely custodial in nature.
In recent years, the subject-matter specialists
in the NOVS have been used extensively for con-
sultative aid to States. This is largely because gen-
eral consultants have been in short supply, budgets
have been small, and needs have changed. This
should not be interpreted as implying that NOVS
should no longer use general consultants. Some
States have indicated that they feel routine visits
by general consultants wouldbe helpful. An impor-
tant advantage to the NOVS of a routine visiting
plan would be a better understanding of the limi-
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tations of the basic data which would make possible
a more informative analysis of national statistics.
Types of services
The meaiis which may be used for providing
technical assistance include professional advisory
and consultant service on technical and manage-
ment problems; personnel development through in-
service training institutes; expanded information
and clearinghouse service on technical subjects
and methodology; national educational programs
directed toward improvement of source data; and
a national program for recruiting and training pro-
fessional vital statistics personnel. The primary
source of this technical assistance should be the
National Office of Vital Statistics, which, however,
should utilize and make available to State and local
offices trained personnel from other Federal agen-
cies and from universities and foundations.
To provide more adequate technical assistance,
the National Office of Vital Statistics should be giv-
en sufficient fiscal reswrces to make a specific
budget allocation for the purpose.
Consultative service on technical problems .-
Many vital statistics offices have indicated their
desire for help in dealing with the increased sta-
tistical demands upon them. In particular, sev-
eral would like assistance in special studies uti-
lizing sampling methods. Others feel they could
profit from consultation on the planning of proce-
dures and reports. Interest has been expressed in
getting aid to set up the registration system and
office procedures for a new function such as mar-
riage and divorce statistics. The State registrars
are usually fully occupied in keeping abreast of
their current work and find it very difficult to si-
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multaneously develop a new program, even when
they are fully conversant with the techniques and
facilities required for the new program. It has been
suggested that in addition to consultative service
from the NOVS personnel, provision be made for
the exchange of technicians between States, under
arrangements similar to the international assist-
ante programs.
In-service training institutes. —Since 1949,
the National Office of Vital Statistics has conducted
several 1-week institutes for training cause-of-
death coders in different States. These institutes
have been very successful and particularly well re-
ceived, Similar institutes on other technical prob-
lems would undoubtedly be of great aid to the State
and local vital statistics offices and confer bene -
fits on the national vital statistics. Aid from the
program divisions of the Public Health Service
might be arranged on special topics, such as ac -
cident statistics, cancer statistics, fetal mortality,
natality statistics, et cetera. Population estimation
presents a difficult problem for most State and lo-
cal areas, and could very well be the subject of in-
stitutes conduct ed in cooperation with the Bureau
of the Census.
Clearinghouse and information service.—In
the past, the National Office of Vital Statistics has
collected a large amount of technical information and
disseminated it to vital statisticians. Rapid tech-
nological change and fast moving developments in
public health have increased the difficulty of keep-
ing up to date. But the NOVS is handicapped in de-
veloping a better organized information service by
a shortage of personnel. To some extent T-
Registrar and Vital Statistics—Special Reports
meet this need for technical information. However,
the concensus of registrars is that these are not
sufficient, and the solution would be to develop a
series of technical bulletins similar to those used
by large industrial and business concerns to keep
their widely spread organizational units informed
on technical matters.
Leadership of national programs for improving
statistics and their utilization. —The States and 10-
cal areas have great difficulty in doing much with
the medical profession, medical examiners, and
coroners, toward improving cause -of -death cer -
tification. Few, if any, of the States have experts
to draw upon for this purpose. Even the medical
personnel of the health department are, for the most
part, not well informed on cause-of-death clas-
sification. This is a national and international
problem which merits the full-time attention of at
least one statistician with medical training in the
national vital statistics agency.
Work in morbidity statistics—hospital, clinic,
survey, and notifiable disease —is so closely re-
lated to mortality statistics that better coordina-
tion should be brought about. This represents an
area where the States and local areas need help,
but which requires personnel at present unavail-
able in the NOVS. More leadership and aid to States
on demographic problems is desirable., Much could
be done by working out a closer relationship be-
tween the vital statisticians in State and local areas
and demographers. The recent regional studies of
rural-urban migration, undertaken under the aus -
pices of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, ran
into difficulty because of the deficiencies in State
vital statistics data in all but a few areas. The
States are interested in such matters, but are ill
equipped to deal with them.
Advisory assistance on management prob-
lems, —Several States have drawn upon the NOVS
for aid in studying the organization, ‘management,
and administration of their vital and health sta-
tistics services. Independent help in drawing up
proposals for improved statistical services can
be an invaluable aid to the State or local depart-
ments.
Technical assistance in the national vital sta-
tistics system should be directed toward helping
State and local vital statistics offices maintain and
improve the production and utilization of vital sta-
tistics. National vital statistics benefit not only
from direct success in data improvement but also
from effective utilization of vital statistics at State
and local levels. In particular special studies which
correlate vital statistics with other health and so-
cial data are assuming ever increasing importance
and are in strong demand. Ways should be sought
of furthering the more effective use of vital sta-
tistics data in relationto program planning of State
and local agencies. This calls for study of the fun-
damental problem of the utilization of vital sta-
tistics data in health department policy making and
administration. For the most part, State and local
offices lack the resources to do much more than
to carry on the present vital statistics job, which
in many areas is rather perfunctory. Technical
assistance of high quality should be made available
to the States to improve the personnel, skills, pro-
duction, operations, quality of original data, and
data utilization.
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